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Introduction
The Purpose of the Thesis
This thesis represents a study of Lord Dunsany,
including everything others have said about him,
as far as it was possible to secure the material,
and everything that he has himself written and
given to the public. The list of his writings in-
cludes prose tales, longer fiction, poems, plays,
critical articles on drama and poetry, prefaces,
reviews, essays, and letters.
Part Two includes a brief discussion of myth-
ology in drama. The study is limited to the Celt-
ic mythology, as exemplified in three of Mr .Yeats'
plays; the Teutonic, as exemplified in three ofMr.
Ibsen's plays; and the influences - Celtic , Greek,
Teutonic , Oriental - which contribute background
for Dunsany's own creative art, and the product
of his exuberant imagination.
No attempt has been made to cover the entire
field of Celtic mythology. The three Yeatsian
plays considered are:
THE LAUD OF HEART'S DESIRE
CATHLEEN NI HOULIHAN
THE HOUR-GLASS
Neither is the attempt made to present a com-
plete study of Teutonic myths in drama. Three
of Ibsen's dramas have been used:
THE VIKINGS OF HELGELAND
PEER GYNT
THE LADY FROM THE SEA
Delimitation
The word MYTHOLOGY in its generally accepted
signification means a collection of myths that
describe the gods of a people. Andrew Lang gives
the word a broader adaptation: "The dead and the
living, men, beasts
,
gods , trees and stars, and rivers,
and sun, and moon, dance through the region of
myths where everything may be anything, where

nature has no laws and imagination no limits."
For purposes of this thesis Mr. Lang's use
of the term is accepted - with additions: it
shall also include mysticism and symbolism.
This discussion is not concerned with mytho-
gony.
Importance of the Study
Outside of the benefit one derives from any
intensive study, the subject is important as
a means of clarifying impressions of Dunsany*s
work, and makes available a body of facts and
opinions about him.
It results in a keener appreciation of his
prose poetry, and the artistic value of obser-
vation and imagination in literature .The former
without the latter produces dry-as-dust dis-
sertations; imagination v/ithout a basis in
observation results in perversity and nonsense.
The Difficulties the Problem Presents .
The difficulties presented are two-fold:
1 .Little material of a critical nature is
available
.
2. The contemporary aspect offers too little
perspective
.
Edward Hale Bierstadt's book,DUUSAFT THE DRA-
MATIST
, is the only publication thus far,which
is exclusively devoted to Dunsany. It was writ-
ten tv/elve years ago, when the poet had only
begun his work; only two volumes of plays, FIVE
PLAYS and PLAYS OF GODS AND MEH,had appeared.
The nine plays in these books are carefully and
critically discussed by Mr. Bierstadt
.
-ii

PART I
LORD D U tf S A IT Y



CHAPTER OEE
Introducing a Dreamer
In the present period of enthusiasm for the
dramatic in every field, an enthusiasm that is
distinctly felt, not only in the literary, but
in the religious .educational, political, and com-
mercial worlds as well, it is needless to dwell
upon the importance of the drama, and the influ-
ence of the theatre. We see it in the glaring
lights along our city streets, in the newspapers,
and the magazines; we hear it on the radio, in
our public schools, in our churches; we feel it
in the very air we breathe.
So much has been said about the modernist and
the realist that dissertations on these subjects
have begun to bore the average man, if, indeed,
he still has sufficient interest in the so-called
naturalistic modern trend to give the discussion
any attention at all. It is possible that he has
never been in total agreement with the assumption
that life is LIFE, only ?/hen it is on a low level,
socially or morally.
Take up the newspaper for today and run through
the titles that are showing at the numerous theatres
and movie-houses. The majority of the plays clearly
demonstrate a preference for realism and naturalism.
-1 -
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At least the managers and producers are convinced
that such plays are the best-sellers, and there are
reasons nthat talk* why the promoters of the pro-
ductions are of this opinion. From their point of
view there could "be no better argument than crowd-
ed theatres.
Life exists on many social levels; all of them
may be presented sympathetically and artistically,
with the admirable result that man T s sympathies
are broadened; he comes more nearly to understand
his more or less fortunate brother. But the vogue
for crime and vice on the stage and screen is not
so easily accounted for.
Obviously the sight of evil is enjoyable. It ap-
peals to two distinctly different types of mental-
ity: to those who themselves are accustomed to
think on the lower levels, and to those who , un-
willing to participate in evil deeds themselves,
have an insatiable curiosity to observe the life
of the wrong-doer.
But a ray of hope appears not infrequently - a
hope that humanity has an equal, and even a great-
er instinctive desire for elevation. At any rate,
there are those who entertain that faith in man's
higher nature. The throngs of eager people who
welcome Mr. Arliss, both on the stage and the
screen, are upward-looking. The melodramas of Mr.
rr
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°llock, the whimsical plays of Mr. Barrie.the
intellectual problems of Mr. Shaw attract large
audiences
.
Sometimes a producer is willing, - yes, some-
times he is eager to take a risk. So it happens
that once in a blue moon a new dramatist receives
recognition; a new and unknown writer is heralded
in the columns of the dramatic critics ; the read-
ing copies of his play are launched by a reckless
and intrepid publisher I Heroic, indeed, in this
age is that producer or that publisher who ven-
tures forward with the work of a writer who is
not a realist, or more remarkable , still , who is
so far removed from realism as to be fanciful and
poetic!
For drama today must be conceded to be realistic.
Our greatest dramatist in America is Eugene 0 T Ueill;
our foremost novelist in the estimation of the
judges who award the ilobel prizes is Sinclair Lew-
is.
"Away with romanticism!" say the modernists.
"Away with dreams!" they say in scorn, forgetting
that it is the substance of dreams that endures.
Troy exists because it was a poet's dream. The
most sublime figure in history does not live in
our minds and hearts because he was once a man in
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raortal form, because he spent thirty-three
years experiencing a h#man and physical exis-
tence. He lives today after two thousand years
as no contemporary may live, and if civilization
is to advance, He will continue to live through
the centuries. He lives in His dreams which He
shared with mankind.
In a lesser degree of universal significance,
but with as much certainty Shakespeare lives
after three hundred years; Goethe lives; and
Tennyson and Whittier and Emily Dickinson - in
the dreams they cherished and left us as an
heritage
.
There have been dreamers in every age and
country. So it is not difficult to believe that
they exist in our own "machine age.''
Lord Dunsany is a dreamer.
r
CHAPTER TWO
Family Traditions
A long, long time ago before ever the Normans
#
conquered Britain, there was planted in the coun-
ty of Heath in Ireland a family tree, which is
flourishing still. Its branches have born mueh
fruit ere now, especially the fruit of soldiery
and statesmanship. The newest branch of that
stalwart tree points airily skyward, thick-set
with dreams and poet's fantasies.
The man who planted the tree nearly a thousand
years ago was a Dane, perhaps a veritable Viking,
and ever since his sons and the sons T sons have
guarded it and cherished it. There are records
concerning the family that date back to 1400. It
is known that Henry VI created the barony about
1450. The present possessor of the estates is the
eighteenth Baron of his line in direct descent.
His full name is Edward John I^oreton Drax Plun-
kett. He succeeded to the title in 1 899 and be-
came the rightful lord of Dunsany Castle.
The castle itself has a very dignified appear-
ance. It stands square, massive, and conservative
in the midst of extensive acres of the most his-
toric land in Ireland. It suggests stability and
# Bierstadt .Edward H. DUNSAUY THE DRAMATIST.
## Boyd, Emma G. LORD DUNSAHY DREAMER. Forum: Apr. 191
7
f
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strength. It was built, to use -Ltansany^ own
words: "as a stronghold to safeguard the power
#
of the Crown. 11
This statement was significantly made by Lord
Dunsany in 1921 . He had been arrested by the
British authorities for having a collection of
ammunition and fire-arms in his castle. He was
liberated in a few hours after he had explained
that the ammunition was obsolete, and^the guns
hunting pieces and curios. However, he was later
re-arrested and subjected to court-martial trial.
Charged with keeping fire-arms not under effect-
ive control, he plex^guilty and was liberated up-
on payment of a fine of twenty-five pounds. He
had been granted the alternative of spending three
months in jail.
There is grim irony in tne situation which might
easily evoke the laughter of the gods of Pegana.
Dunsany had been wounded by tne Sinn Feiners in
Dublin in 1 ?1 6, and now in 1921, tfuougn tne stu-
pidity of those who defended the Crown, he was
court-martialled by the Britisn with wnom and for
whom he had fought, not onljt in the Irish Rebellion
but also in tne Boer War, ana during four- and a
quarter years of World Wax.
This soldier poet is more or less of an enigma
# New York Times. Feb.1 a^a 5, 1921
1r
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in Anglo-Irish literature. England, ana Ireland
have been very slow to recognize his peculiar
genius. Dunsany has whimsically said tnat he
hopes to be discovered, by the Englisn in time
to give his grandson the pleasure of seeing his
#
name in the catalogue of the London Library. The
name or his own grandfather is tnere because he
wrote a naval treatise in 184-7. This grandfather
was the sixteenth Baron Dunsany. He was Captain
and Admiral of the British Navy, by name Edward
Plunkett
.
The title of the document which admitted him
to the archives of the London Library was THE
PAST AID FUTURE OF THE BRITISH NAVY. In 1 873
he composed another important treatise, GAUL OR
TEUTON, CONSIDERATIONS AS TO OUR ALLIES OF THE
FUTURE. This gentleman, for v.ho*m the present
Baron is named, lived to be eighty-one years
old. His second son, the seventeenth Baron, John
William Plunkett, became the father of the poet
and dramatist.
Sir Horace Plunkett , who labored long to in-
troduce the idea of co-operation in agriculture
###
among the peasants of Ireland, was the uncle of
the poet. It is interesting to know that Sir
# Boyd, Emma Garrett. LORD DUNSANY ,DREAMER . Forum Apr. '17
## Who's Who?
### Biers tadt.E.H. DUNSANY THE DRAMATIST
.
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Horace was influential in starting A.E. upon his
career. He took him from a clerk's office and
sent him as ambassador among the rural classes.
Dunsany* s father was educated at Trinity Col-
lege .Cambridge ,where he was granted the degree
of Master of Arts in 1 881 . He was active in mil-
itary circles, at one time being lieutenant of
royal artillery volunteers. He was Member of
Parliament from 1886 to 1 892 , and representative
peer for Ireland during the last six years of
his life. Before him his uncle, Randal Edward
Plunkett, fifteenth Baron Dunsany, an Oxford man,
and a prominent leader of the Orange party, had
similarly represented Ireland for two years up
to his death in 18^2.
Lord Dunsany has a son, the Honorable Randal
Arthur Henry Plunkett. He is twenty-six, and at
present a lieutenant in the Indian army. Like
his father he was educated at Eton. He is con-
tinuing the military tradition.
Until now the literary traditions of this aris-
tocratic family have been limited to the writing
of a few political dissertations. The title is
4
one of the oldest in Great Britain, but it is an
Irish peerage, and does not, therefore, make the
possessor of it eligible to a seat in the British
# Ibid.

House of Lords. In 1906 Dunsany ran for Parlia-
ment as the conservative candidate for West
Wiltshire. He smiles now at his defeat, but for
his sensitive nature it must have been a chill-
ing experience. In the preceding year his first
book, THE GODS OF PEGAUA , had been published.lt
had received little attention from the literary
world. He was known, if at all in those days, as
an active sportsman who gave cricket parties at
his castle in Meath, a lord with a military re-
cord, gained as lieutenant of the Coldstream
Guards in South Africa from 1899 to 1902.
THE DAY AT THE POLL , in his volume, A DREAMER 1 S
TALES, published in 1910, is a delightfully con-
temptuous fable about a poet who lures a politi-
cian away to the woods and fields, where the
beauties of nature cause him to forget about the
city and the frantic election.
The desire to participate in politics seems to
have deserted the poet with the one unsuccessful
venture. The failure of the public to respond to
his GODS OF PEGANA was a more serious matter.
One imagines that the slow process of recogni-
tion, the stolid indifference of the critics at
first, and the subsequent lukewarmness of some
of them have proved an asset. One thing is quite
Boyd,Ernest A. DUNSAHY,AJff IMPRESSION. Dial Mar.8,M7
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certain: he did not give up his aspirations in
the field of literature. His perseverance in the
vehicle of his own individual style has established
a new tradition in the house of L\msany.
In his poet f s way he has expressed this thought
in a letter: ''Between the stony indifference of
the crowd and the hard jade of genius are struck
IF
perhaps those sparks that illumine the ages."
#Touchstone. June, 1 91 Unpublished Letters of
Lord Dunsany.
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CHAPTER THESE
At Home
The very name of Dunsany Castle breathes of
romance. Here in the heart of Ireland in sight
of the Hill of Tara, famous in legend, it rises
in square massiveness.
Dunsany is a Celtic noble and an English Im-
perialist in one. His mother was an English wo-
man,which accounts for the blend of his inheri-
tance. He is the embodiment of seeming contra-
dictions. He is an Irishman with a grim, instead
of a merry, sense of humor; he is a typical
English officer when in military attire. He is
a virile , out-of-door man, who becomes restless
if he is too far from an open window; he is a
maker of dreams with dreamy blue eyes and an
imagination more amazing and extravagant than
any Celt except Synge. He is an Irish dramatist
who has never written an Irish play, nor created
WW
an Irish character.
In his boyhood, which was spent mostly in
England at his mother's place, his reading was
supervised. He was not permitted to read the
newspapers . "I think it was just that they were
considered more suitable for T grown-ups 1 than
# Bierstadt ,E.H. Punsany the Dramatis t.
##Colum,Padraic The Forum . Feb.1^1^
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for small boys. Then for a long time I never
took to reading them when I was grown up. But
I thank Heaven I didn't, and so escaped their
#
style."
Not being influenced by the vice and corrup-
tion which are flaunted on the front pages of
our newspapers - there are a few exceptions,
notably The Christian Science Monitor, - and
being spared familiarity with a careless , cheap
English, he escaped much. In ROMANCE AND THE
MODERN STAGE, an article which appeared in the
National Review
.
Dunsany says he does not ob-
ject to accounts of murder trials so much as
to "padded accounts of cricket matches, and
sham slang filling the mind with nothingness."
He deplores the fads and fashions of empty
lives
.
At Cheam School he became familiar with the
Bible. He attributes the clarity and simplicity
of his style to the influence of the King James
version. The fairy tales of Grimm and Andersen
were among his earliest books.
In peace times Dunsany leads a normal, happy
life. He has a sensible and attractive wife,
who understands his moods and desires. She was
# Bierstadt ,E.H. Dunsany the Dramatist Preface to
Revised edition.
## National Review July, 1 911
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Lady Beatrice Villiers before her marriage .Like
her mother-in-law, the wife of the seventeenth
Baron Lunsany, she is English. Her father is the
Earl of Jersey.
The Jerseys are very fine people. Their smart
garden parties at Osterley are the talk of the
London season. Their daughter is a quiet and
charming woman, who very dearly loves her mother,
Lady Jersey, and who is deeply devoted to her
only son. She has abundant common sense, and with
it is very human. A friend tells of a remark she
made while watching a race, a riding match, in
which her son participated some years ago. She
was too frightened to look, she said, and too
frightened not to look.
When she accompanied Lord Lunsany to the United
States in 1?1?, Mr .Montrose Moses called her the
business manager. He spoke of her fine sense of
humor. She is a conventional, matter-of-fact , and
practical person, furnishing an adequate and sat-
isfactory balance for the family temperament.
The younger Dunsany has thus far escaped pub-
#licity. Friends say he is much like his mother,
he does not see the fairies, nor climb the ladder
of fantastic imagination.
# Interview with The Hon .Mrs .Frances Porter
## Moses ,Montrose . Interview with Dunsany «U«Y. Times
Oct. 1 2,1919
c
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Some of the neighbors say that Dunsany is a
cantankerous person. But who that is independ-
ently alert and alive does not have prejudiced
neighbors? TtA.E." says that no Irishman is pop-
M.
tr
ular at h&me.
It has been intimated that Dunsany can be rude
on occasions; that he is sometimes royally indif
^erent; that he wears his evening clothes as if
»»
he had slept in them! There are a sort of men"
that can do these things and be none the less
honored. And what man has not found it difficult
to act the irreproachable Beau Brummel under all
circumstances? Dunsany is proud, aristocratic,
sensitive. Those who are less sensitive must, of
course, lack sympathy for such a man.
There is no denying #he fact that he has a
temperament which sometimes drives him and his
genius too far. His lecture-managers and his
audiences in several American cities can veri-
fy the statement. Mr. J. B.Pond, manager of the
Chicago bureau, tells of his contacts with
famous foreigners in TILE LITERARY DIGEST.
He says Ibanez was the most rtaccomplished
cusser" he ever knew, flext to him, Dunsany
# Russell, G.W. Ljy.Age May 2?, '26
## Pond, J. B. WHEH IBAIJEZ JUMPED OU HIS HAT AUD
OTHER LITERARY TROUBLES. Lit. Dig. Oct .6,' 25
c
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is the most excitable of his celebrated acquain-
tances. Before the banquet at which he was sched-
uled to give an address, the poet turned into a
veritable madman. He paced the floor , exclaiming,
"I must think! I must think!" Rupert Hughes, who
was to introduce the speaker of the evening, tried
to see him beforehand for a few moments, but he
was unceremoniously crowded out of the door with
no chance to explain that he was no reporter.lt
was the mob of reporters who had drained him of
all ideas during a full afternoon.
Hughes is said to have carried off his part of
the program with his customary dash, saying with
no shade of apology that he knew ,fnot a darned
thing" about the man he was presenting.
Then to the disappointment of the audience,
who had probably - very probably - paid a couple
of dollars for a fifty-cent dinner served cold,
Dunsany read from a book instead of speaking.He
sat sprawled in his chair, with a pitcher of ice-
water at his right elbow. With his right hand he
kept sv/irling the ice around in the pitcher ,while
he held the book in his left. .Near the close of
his reading, he amazed the audience still more
by pouring a glass of the same water and drinking
it!
cc
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That was in 1?20. Mr. Pond adds that this and
similar incidents did much to stem the tide of
foreign invasion upon the American lecture plat-
form, which was seriously beset a decade or two
ago.
Over against this picture of royal nonchalance,
or shall we say, rudeness in the presence of an
audience, more or less intent upon getting its
money 1 s worth, is another picture suggested by
an article in ohe -London Times . Two boats had
collided and two men who could not swim were
plunged into the water. Brief mention was made
of the fact that Dunsany saw the accident and
at once pprang into the water to save them from
drowning. Qne of the men finally sank, but Dun-
sany dived repeatedly in the hope of recovering
the body before it was too late.
Someone once asked Dunsany if he was embarrassed
by publicity. He replied that he had lived too
long in trenehes only six feet deep. He is six
feet and four inches tall. He once spoke of the
World War as four and a quarter years of hell and
heroism. He enlisted as a private and soon became
Captain of his regiment of cavalry, the Fifth In-
# London Times. May 15,1912
## Hamilton, Clayton. LORD DUNSANY. Bookman Feb. T 20
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niskilling Fusiliers.
#
He did not expect to return alive. Tall
men never did, he said. He seemed to think
his death was a foregone conclusion. He
experienced much actual fignting but escap-
ed the fate of Rupert Brooke ana Alan See-
ger.
Dunsany may "become annoyed at a banquet
where he is the guest of honor; he may walk
out on an audience as he did in Indianapo-
lis; he may swirl ice in a pitcher as he
reads to an audience; but all the time we
must remember that he may also paint the
fairies in an exquisite imagery of words ;he
may take a bit of earth, mix it with a bit
of star-shine ; and produce a dream of verb-
al magic that fills the soul with wonder.
Lady Dunsany under s o«.nds him. She is Quite
indispensable to him. His letters to pro-
ducers and publishers have expressed his ab-
solute conridence in her judgment. Wnile he
was in France, he left everything in her
hands. He wrote in a letter to Emma Garrett
Boyd in 1 91 7 while he was at the frontf^
#Literar.v Digest Kov.25
,
1
1 6 . A DREAMER'S
MESSAGE TO AMERICA
## Hamilton, Clayton. THE PLAYS OF LORD DUKSAJSY
Bookman Jan. f 1
7
r
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"If I do not live to come to America , there
is none who can tell you more about me nor
with better understanding than my wife."
t
CHAPTER FOUR
Education
Dunsany is not mawkish nor sentimental .JS-or
is there a trace of morbidity in his nature.
For one who has learned to know him through
his writings this is easy to believe. In his
boyhood he was almost constantly active in
#
out-door sports. nWe used always to waste
the first part of the summer in London, and
then come home and play cricket, and stalk
rabbits with a small rifle; then about Sep-
tember go on visits to Scotland or Yorkshire,
deer-stalking or shooting grouse ; then home
again to spend the winter fox-hunting or
shooting snipes, woodcock, plover, pheasants**..
He used to spend about ninety-seven percent
of his time in the open. "I do not live the
life of a writing man at all. .. .Indeed, shoot-
ing, hunting, and cricket used to take up so
much of my time that the theory might well be
started that my plays were written by Bacon?.
##
wrote Dunsany to Stuart Walker in 191?.
At Cheam School the little boys early began
the study of Greek, among other things. He
read the stories of Homer, and all the myth-
ical tales of ancient Greece.
# Boyd, Emma G. LORD DUNSAEY , DREA1/LER . Forum Apr
.
1
1 7
## Touchstone . Unpublished Letters of Lord Dunsany.
June, 1 91
(
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By the time he was graduated from Eton he
was already six feet four, and very slender.
"I shouldn T t call myself so now, n he says.
After Eton he attended Sandhurst. He was
not trained for literary pursuits, but for
soldiering.£is experience in the Transvaal
at the age of twenty-one has had an influ-
ence upon his writing.
His says quite cheerfully that his ability
is limited because of the lack of a broad,
cultural education such as Oxford or Cam-
bridge can give. He was trained, not educa-
ted, he says. After Oxford a man can do any-
thing he wishes to turn his hand to. He has
the necessary background, the flexibility
for ready and easy adjustments.
With the most brilliant and original im-
agination of contemporary prose writers in
Ireland, and the most lucid and beautiful
English style, it seems difficult to dis-
cover in what respect Dunsany may feel the
lack or limitation of which he speaks. It
is true he makes no exposition of facts as
such. He is farthest from digging for facts
in libraries and museums. He does not go
# Bierstadt ,E.H. Dunsany the Dramati st .Prefac
## Hamilton, Clayton LORD DUHSAMY. Bookman Feb
c
about with a case notebook such as Zola and
Flaubert carried with them. The background
of his tales and plays in always make-believe.
Facts are of little importance with Dunsany.
Dreams and fantasies are the warp and woof
of his weaving. Of his dreams and fancies he
weaves tapestries of wonder.
We would not change his fabrics, his colors
nor designs. He has woven universal themes in
his Gobelins.
Mr.Yeats first suggested that Dunsany do a
play. He wanted one for the Abbey Theatre. He
had read THE GODS OF PEGAITA and TIME ABD THE
GODS. He appreciated the genius of Dunsany*
s
imaginative powers . So he asked him why he
did not write a play that might be produced
at the Abbey.
Till now Dunsany had had no thought of
writing drama. He had sketched the outlines
of a story like THE GLITTERING GATE in a
conversation with Yeats. This led up to the
suggestion made by the latter. Dunsany show-
ed Yeats that he had no technique for drama
writing.He could not write a play, and then
very soon after, he sat down and wrote THE
GLITTERING GATE.
# Literary Digest. AN IRISH WRITER OF OUE-
ACT PLAYS. Mar. 31, 1917
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It was produced in Dublin at the Abbey, and
later in London. Thus the Abbey Theatre and
Mr .Yeats had the honor of presenting a new
dramatist, a romanticist, who fashions a
world of his own-strange, sometimes awful,
sometimes beautiful, - remoter than Olympus,
where he creates gods who have no care for
human woe or happiness..
Dunsany modestly says he knows nothing of
play writing, having never learned. But his
dramatic instinct has proved so dynamic and
unerring that he has written the perfectly
constructed A MGHT AT AM IM. Yeats gave
him his only lesson in technique . "Surprise
is what is necessary. Surprise, and then
#
more surprise, and that is all," he said.
Dunsany has not forgotten.
Yeats tells us that it was his first im-
pulse to call Dunsany back from the strange,
weird, cosmic hierarchy of gods that were
luring him over the edge of the world; he
thought to call him back to Celtic lore, as
he did Synge. But Yeats realizes that it
would have been a sad mistake. It is quite
likely, too, that he could not have accom-
plished it anyway; Dunsany had to be Dun-
f Bierstadt.E.H. DiJNSANY THE DRAMATIST
## Boyd, Ernest A. LORD DUffSABYiAB IMPRESS IOH
THE DIAL . Mar. 8, 191
7
4
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sanic
.
And since he is so, and since he has made
so unique and distinctive a contribution to
literature, we are glad that he was trained
as he was, and that no one has forced him
to conform to a pattern.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Military Experience
In each one of us there are two selves, the
psychologists say. Ninety-seven percent of Dun-
sany is the man of action, the sportsman, the
soldier, the traveler, the big-game hunter in
Africa; the other three percent is poet.
"Active life is lonely," says Dunsany."I
can't talk about mji dreams to cricketeers, or
soldiers or lion-hunters; they would think that
something had gone wrong with me. I was very
lonely in the trenches." He wonders why artists
may talk about athletes to other artists, with-
out feeling embarrassed about it, but athletes
may never talk about artists to other athletes.
Ken of action seem afraid to admire men of
dreams. Energy has always manifested a degree
of scorn for delicacy. The bull in the china
shop is totally indifferent to the dainty little
Dresden shepherdess. Yet both qualities are es-
sential to perfection.
Dunsany feels no embarrassment when he is in
the saddle, but he hesitates to talk to his vir-
ile friends, or most of them, about poetry and
art. His sportsman friends, he feels, are out of
# Hamilton, Clayton. PERSONAL IMPRESSIONS
.
Bookman Feb. T 20

sympathy. Not many men in the trenches concerned
themselves with poetry. When he began writing his
plays he did not dare to talk about them at home,
#
because his aunt would be shocked. People in gen-
eral thought him queer. The neighbors differed as
to whether he was actually insane, or only a fool.
In 1917 Mr .Mencken wrote in SMART SET:' "Dunsany
belongs to the small company of first-rate men....
He has heard the authentic sirens sing... a true
priest of romance .. .His visions transcend time and
space...He has brought back into English letters
a fragile and precious thing, so ancient that it
seems quite new....And behold how Fate rewards
him. .. .He ... inhabits a ditch in some French cabbage
field."
If nations must continue to employ the primitive
method of international contentions and warfare,
instead of birth control among the ignorant and
criminal classes, as the reputed means of prevent-
ing over-population, or rather the means of mowjng
down the surplus , - Dunsany is one who holds that
war is an economic necessity - if, then, it must be
war, cannot someone think of a plan by which poets
might be spared from service in the firing line?
Hot being a resident of one of our many penal
# Current Opinion A SIGHT AT AN IM. Aug. 1 917
## Smart Se t July, 1917
•
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insti tutions , and having no intention of swell-
ing the attendance in a prison, although we are
aware that innocent people occasionally hear the
click of the relentless gates behind tJheia , it
would be a sane idea to draft convicts and
criminals, the members of the efficient gangs
that rule many of our cites , for the front line
of battle. Wars would be rather pleasant in the
whole. The nflo?/er of our manhood" would be al-
lowed to carry on the arts of peace, and to pro-
pagate the race. And before it was necessary to
draft more men, the diplomats might be able to
arrange a settlement. We should like *P try
out this plan for the next war, which promises
by. means -.of poisonous gases
to effect Aa q\iick and painless daath for the
less efficient army
,
anyway.
Lord Dunsany v/as only twenty- one when he
saw actual v/arfare in the Transvaal. He was
Lieutenant of the Coldstream Guards from 1 899
to 1 c;02. The situation in KING ARGIMEftES AND
THE UMXJffOWU WARRIOR in which Argimenes is
gnawing a bone in the slave-fields was probably
inspired by the circumstance when n I v/as hungry
sitting and sleeping on the ground with other
dishevelled men in Africa. n
# Who'S Who in the Theatre?
## Morris, Paul LORD DU1TSANY , A SOLDIER PLAYWRIGHT
Theatre Magazine 2.5: 96
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In THE SWORD OF WELLERAN the author expresses
his views about war. War is inevitable as a cure
for over-population, but in the hour of victory
the victors themselves must weep for the horror
of slaughter. War forces a man to think, says
Dunsany
.
After fighting in five battles in France, he
was wounded in the Dublin rebellion. The attack-
ing forces were headed by a Plunkett, Joseph
Plunkett, and Thomas MacDonagh, both poets. They
1r
were later executed. It is of interest that these
two men had succeeded Padraic Colum in the edi-
torship of the Irish; Review , which Dunsany had
himself once helped to develop.
Odell Shepard would have us believe that
Ireland is now reduced to a population of poets
only. In an article entitled LORD DU1ISAMY,MYTH
Maker, he says: "Irishmen are of three classes:
policemen, politicians, and poets." And the
first two classes',' he adds, "have migrated to
the United States'."
It is surprising that poets should make good
soldiers. Here is one whose entire training has
been military. Notwithstanding, his dreams are
the dearest things in life to him.
# Boyd, Ernest LORD DDfiSAJSYjAH ILIPRES^IOH
The Dial. Mar.8,'1
7
## Shepard, Odell Scrloner's May, 1^21
{
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During the second year of the World War, he
#
wrote to his readers in America: "Do not regret
the lives that are wasted among us.... for war is
no accident that man's care could have averted,
but is as natural, though not as regular, as the
tides; as well regret the things that the tide
has washed away, which destroys and cleanses and
crumbles and spares the minutest shells.... I offer
....these books of dreams from .Europe as one throws
things of value, if only to himself, at the last
moment out of a burning house .
"
Again he expressed his fatalistic philosophy
while a bullet wound was healing. "Sometimes I
think that no man is taken hence until he has
done the work that he is here to do, and looking
back on five battles and other escapes from death,
this theory seems plausible; but how can one hold
it when one thinks of the deaths of Shelley and
Keats?"
In a letter to a study group in America who had
asked for advice on the technique of play-writing,
###
.Dunsany made grim and humorous allusion to life
in the trenches. He spoke of days in the Hindenburg
Line when they were occupied "in eating, sleeping,
and discussing such subjects as the creation of
# Literary Digest. A DREAMER'S MESSAGE TO AMERICA.
Nov. 25, M6
## Hamilton, Clayton. PLAYS OF LORD DUNSANY.
Bookman Jan. T 1
7
m Dunsany , Lord . ARTIST AND TRADESMAN. Dial May,' 10
(
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the world, and modern politicians , and how to
keep flies out of jam."
After four and a quarter years he came home.
He said he felt as if he had been continuously
drunk for the entire period. When TALES OF WAR
was published, critics said the war had done
things to Dunsany. It had r'cramped his gambler's
#
imagination" and deadened his poetic spirit.
Many of the tales are bitter propaganda , fourteen
of the thirty-two being focussed upon the de-
monology of the Kaiser. They express a series of
moods evoked by feelings of desolation, despair,
and cold-blooded vengeance. Perhaps they are
"below Dunsany's dignity'.' Perhaps they merely
show that he is very human.
Mr. Bierstadt goes so far as to say that the
book is ,T intolerably cheap, a terrific ant i -climax'.'
Coming from a man who has presented the dramatist's
work with the most generous enthusiasm, the ver-
dict seems severe .( Perhaps the war did things to
Mr .Bierstadt , too.
)
A critic in the HEW REPUBLIC says in regard to
the influence of the war, "An outsifie impetus in-
jures Dunsany's style. He creates his own civili-
zations. Real ones are too much for him. . .He has
# HEW REPUBLIC. Lunsany at War. Mar. 8 19
## Bierstadt ,E.H. Dunsany Re-estimated.
Theatre Arts Magazine. July , 1 919
C
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no warmth, of emotion, and so there is no ex-
pression for poignant and sad human situations."
Disregarding the tales v/hich deal with propa-
ganda against the kaiser, the sort of thing that
was greatly encouraged during the war when the
book was written, there are still eighteen sket-
ches that are touched with magic.
THE PRAYER OF THE MEM OF DALESWQOD reads like
an O.Henry story set to music. In WEEDS AUD WIRjs
there is clear beauty of phrasing, and EI\tGLAjH)
is certainly one of the most exquisite things the
war produced. Two English soldiers are talking
#
of home, the old, old theme:
"....'Those were great days. The bats used
to come out , flutter , flutter .flutter ; and
then there 'd be a star or two; and the
smoke from the chimneys going all gray;
and a little cold wind going up and down
like the bats; and all the color going
out of things; and the woods looking all
strange, and a wonderful quiet in them,
and a mist coming up from the stream.
It f s a queer time that. It f s always about
that time, the way I see it: the end of
the evening in the long days, and a star
or two, and me and my girl going home.
Wouldn't you like to talk about things
for a bit the way you remember them? *
' Oh.no , Sergeant , " said the other,' you go
on. You do bring it all back sol
'That's the time to be out,' said the
Sergeant. 'Ten o'clock on a summer's night
and the night full of noises, not many of
them, but what there is, strange, and com-
ing from a great way off, through the
quiet, with nothing to stop them. Dogs
# Dunsany , Lord . TALES OF WAR
c
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barking, owls hooting, an old cart; and
then just once a sound that you couldn't
account for at all, not anyhow
'I know, 1 said the Private.
' There T d bea light in the window
to guide me when I got home. I'd walk up
through the flowers wonderful white
and strange the flowers looked of a night-
time . 1
'You bring it back wonderful* said the
Private
.
'It's a great thing to have lived,' said
the Sergeant.
'Yes , Sergeant , ' said the other, 'I wouldn't
have missed it, not for anything.'
For five days the barrage had rained down
upon them: they were utterly cut off and
had no hope of rescue: their food was
done , and they did not know where they
were .
"
If this tale is not"the expression of poignant
emotion, and" sad human situations" what does the
writer in the New Republi c call it? It is subtle
and stirring; it is dramatic and very human; it
has artistic restraint.
"The torch held high by Kea-cs," says a writer
#
in DRAMA, "is still carried by Dunsany."
# McElroy,Margaret : DU1ISAJ3Y DEFENDED. Drama. Nov. « 1 9
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CHAPTER SIX
Dunsany Himself
When Stuart Walker first began to produce the
plays of Lord Dunsany, someone started the rumor
that Dunsany was only the pen name of Mr .Walker.
But the author of THE GODS OF THE MOUNTAIN and
A NIGHT AT AN INN is a very real person, with a
very definite personality. If he is not taking
part in a two-day cricket match, or following
the hounds in a fox-hunt , he is fignting the wars
of his country in the Transvaal or in France; if
he is not attending a literary convention in
Czecho-Slavakia, he is lecturing in America; he
may he hunting lions in North Africa with the
intent to add a head or tv/o to his collection
in Dunsany Castle, or he may be writing a poem
about some crumpled-rose-leaf mountains in a Sa-
hara twilight; sometimes he is introducing a
timid peasant poet to the world, and sometimes
he writes letters to inspire a Master's Thesis.
Once he and Bernard Shaw were found Sailing toy
boats on the pool at the Castle, and times with-
out number he launches a dream and floats out
over the Edge of the World into the remoteness
ana the magic of infinity.
His first book was published in 1^05« It v/as
c
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THi3 GOjjS OF PEGAHA. Since tnen he has composed
more than a dozen "books of fables and tales,
and nearly forty plays.
It was a characteristic moment in the life
of a literary dreamer, of wnich Robert Cole
makes mention in reporting an interview with
# mthe dramatist. They were seated in the garden
at the Castle, when tne host suddenly arose,
saying:
"Will you excuse me if I run inside ana write
four or five lines?"
He came back presently, says Mr .Cole , "look-
ing as happy as a hen that has laid a ten- cent
egg." While he writes he dips his quill into
oceans of ink, and pursues his scrawl with a
procession of blotters.
He writes only when he feels like it. He is
an independent peer, though not a millionaire;
money does not interfere with his happiness.
Clayton Hamilton' asserts that he himself has
made more money on one so-called "failure" of
a play he has managed, than Dunsany has cleared
from all the successful productions of his plays
put together
I
He writes feverishly when he is at it, usually
# Cole, Robert J. UUCAPTURED LIOJJS AMD THE OTHER
KIJSD. II. Y. Times Magazine. 8-31-1 9
## Hamilton, C. LORD DUSSAHY. Bookman Feb. 1 20
(
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between tea-time and dinner. He completed A
EIGHT AT AN IBB at one sitting! This feat
alone is proof of his amazing genius. He
averages less than three days a month at his
desk. His ideas are clear-cut and virile, the
spontaneous emanation of a healthy mind in
corpore sano. There is no trace of the mor-
bid or the sensual in anything he has done.
He does not "write down 11 to his readers.He
does not hope to be popular in the cheap
sense of the word. "In an all too sordid day
and age, when the romance of the open road
seems to have given place to the romance of
the counting-house, he has opened anew for
#
us the door of wonder."
Dunsany spent three months in America in
191 9 and 1^20. Montrose Moses reports an
interview soon after his arrival. Dunsany
was still wearing his army coat with the
chevrons removed. His vigorous army shoes,
his light brown tweed suit, his big crush
hat, even his cane looked too large for him.
He is simple in his tastes and desires. He
is himself. An aristocrat by birth and social
training, he is nevertheless interested in
# Bierstadt ,E.H. Dunsany the Dramatist.
## Moses, Montrose. ft. Y. Times. Oct. 12,
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everybody. It was Dunsany who encouraged Fran-
cis Ledwidge to write and publish his poems, and
who introduced him to Yeats and A.E. The occa-
sion of the latter event was an exhibition of
A.E. T s paintings. They make a whimsical picture:
the tall socially-poised noblemanAwith the timid
Le.du>i<^e-
peasant poet^clinging to his arm.
Dunsany has a wide range of intecests. He be-
lieves in work for work's sake. As for government,
"salvation lies not in any one political system.
The man is the power that counts, whether there
be a president or a king,"he says.
He talks lovingly of art. "What is a mere
Prime Minister beside the Venus of Praxiteles?"
Disclaiming any connection with the Irish Theatre
Movement, he said to Mr.Moses : rT I was known in
America first.... In that respect I am an Ameri-
can author." We are reminded that in respect to
first recognition Robert Frost is an English po-
et. Two of his books were first published in
England, A BOY'S WILL and NORTH OF BOSTON, two
distinctly American books, as regards subject-
matter and inspiration.
Unlike the denizens of the literary jungle
v/ho refuse to roar, this author enjoys lionhood.
# Moses ,Montrose Ibid.

He speaks freely and frankly, fluently and
well. His manner is quite maffected. His
\ ft
• U
bright blue eyes are eager. He talks fast,
thinks fast. He has a slight lisp. He an-
swers your question with a smile and at the
same time he cocks up his left eyebrow, a
whimsical signal of triumph. His fine sandy
hair suggests little persuasion from a brush;
his closely trimmed mustache partially con-
ceals nthe most exquisitely sensitive mouth
in the world. n A bullet scar on the cheek
does not disfigure the fine face. It adds to
its attractiveness an element of romantic ap-
peal.
His kindly sympathetic eyes, the genial
half-smile of the portrait that appeared in
the July, 1^28 number of THEATRE MAGAZINE sug-
gest a generosity and an amused tolerance
for the foibles and follies of mankind, in
which category he most certainly would in-
clude his own. One may imagine him telling
of his trip to the Sahara to hunt big game:
"but anybody can do that now, Tt he says. nCook
and Sons will probably arrange it. n
# Coleman,Alta THE THEATRE NEEDS REFORM , SAYS
DUNSANY
. Theatre Magazine Dec. 1 18
## Bierstadt,E.H. DUHSAJ3Y THE DRAMATIST
Boyd, Emma Garrett LORD DUUSAlfY , DREAMER
Forum Apr
.
1
1
7
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Another view of Dunsany is given by John
Black after a meeting of an international group
of writers in Czeeho-Siavakia . They were getting
back to Paris. TT I last saw Dunsany propelling
three porters heavily laden with Dunsany hats,
Dunsany suitcases, and Dunsany trunks toward the
taxi outside the Gare de l'Est. It was a memor-
#
able picture."
Still another picture is drawn by Clayton
##
Hamilton. The dramatist was standing in front
of the Neighborhood Theatre where his NIGHT AT
AN INN was showing. There was a terrific rain
storm and the thunder rolled. n It must be Klesh.
He has come a long way from India," he said.
For nearly an hour he autographed numberless
programs, chatting and answering questions.
"The play," he said in response to somebody's
wonder, "is a very simple thing, merely the
story of some sailors who have stolen something
and know they are followed." It is effective,^
^for the reason that most people have done things
they are sorry for and are fearing retribution.
In other words it is the appeal of the universal
theme
.
When Dunsany is asked his purpose in writing
# Black, John DUNSANY FOR SHORT. Bookman 53:140
##Hamilton,C. LORD DUNSANY. Bookman 50:537
c
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he says he never writes to please anyone but
#
himself. He writes of Babylon, for the love of
Babylon. He has ho theatre connections for
which he writes plays. It is true he wrote the
GLITTERING GATE for Yeats, and ARGIMENES was
also produced by Yeats at the Abbey Theatre.lt
is also true that Yeats rejected TENTS OF THE
ARABS and THE QUEEN'S ENEMIES. Dunsany does
not write for money, either , Storm Jameson not-
with standing.
"I want to write about men and women and
the great forces that have been with them from
their cradle up - forces that the centuries
have neither aged nor weakened. Not about peo-
ple who are so interested about the latest
mascot or motor that not enough remains when
#
the trivial is sifted from them."
He says he is no seer nor prophet; he is
#
not trying to teach people. "How many
peeple hold the error that Shakespeare was of
the schoolrooml Whereas he was of the play-
ground, as all artists are." He may mention
white chalk without wishing to project a les-
#Current Opinion THE MOST {[IMAGINATIVE DRAMATIST
NOW USING THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE . FEb . 1 ^1
7
## Bierstadt ,S.H. Dunsany the Dramatist .Preface
to Revised Edition
### Jameson, Storm MODERN DRAMA IN EUROPE
(
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son in whiteness.
After striding with ^intaggon through the
star-girt spaces, it must "be very difficult to
return to earth and witness all about one the
fretful, futile, puny ways of man. For on the
creative heights of his imagination Dunsany
lives in a world of romance. He is constantly
looking over the shadowy Rim of the Known and
the Unknown for new worlds to conquer - new
worlds of wonder!
(
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Literary Achievement
In Irish literature of the present period almost
everything hinges in some measure upon, or comes
back to William Butler Yeats. Yeats discovered the
dramatist in Synge when Synge was a poor and obscure
translater in Paris, and persuaded him to study the
Gaelic peasants in the Aran Islands, preparatory to
writing dramas about them. To Yeats T s management of
the Abbey Theatre in Dublin belongs the credit for
an immediate recognition of the genius of Lord Dun-
sany. Indeed, before THE GLITTERING GATE was drama
at all, Yeats said the word which translated a tale
into a play.
Ireland has often been called the home of magic.
Shaw Desmond calls Dunsany, Yeats, and Shaw a trini-
#
ty of magic. He should have included Synge, and made
it a foursome. Supreme each in his own way, Yeats is
the outstanding mystic poet of our day; Shaw is the
"one brilliant writer of comedy in English today";
Synge is the greatest of contemporary Irish play-
wrights; and Dunsany is the most original and imag-
inative of modern English prose writers
.
Mr .Mencken forgets Yeats when he says that "after
Synge, and perhaps NOT after him, Dunsany is the
finest poet Ireland has produced in five hundred
# Desmond, Shaw DUNSANY , YEATS ; and SHAW: TRINITY OF MAGIo
Bookman Nov. 1 923
## Yeats, W.B. PLAYS AND CONTROVERSIES

#
years." His tales and his plays are a kind of
prose poetry that is unique in its lucidity and
rhythmic harmony.
The Celtic imagination is always extravagant .ro-
mantic. But Dunsany was not content to use estab-
lished legends and folk-lore. He invented his own
amazing theogony. "In an age of realism he dares
to blow the trumpet brazenly in celebration of
the ceaseless triumph of romance," a romance that
involves the creation of gods and men in a far-off
place that is "older than always," in Bunsanic
phrase. m
Odell Shepard says: "The excellence of his plays
varies inversely as the square of their distance
from anything he has £ver known in the every-day
world.....He is the most Irish of the Irish poets.
If we agree with Mr. Shepard that he is the most
Irish of Irish poets, we must also concede the
fact that he writes no Irish plays, and creates
no Irish characters. He leaves modern and ancient
Ireland and the Irish fairies behind, as he spurs
Pegasus into a Hever-will-be Land.
His creatures are shadowy beings that dwell in
peace under the tyranny of his own imagination. He
is the foremost modern myth-maker, with Shelley
# Mencken, Henry L. SMART SET July, 1 91 7
## Hamilton, Clayton THE PLAYS OF LQixi) DUNSAM"
.
Bookman Jan. , 1 91
7
### Shepard, Odell LORD DUKSAEY ,MYTH MAKER Scribner
Vol. 69:595
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a very remote second." He moves in a boundless
realm that only children and poets may know.
Dunsany is the most extreme of romanticists .To
enjoy his work, one must be willing wholly to sur-
render to his magic, putting aside every precon-
ceived opinion. One must escape with him into
dreams
.
In the cosmogony that he has created is a vast
profusion of creatures; a kaleidoscope of starry
spaces, eery peaks, strangely familiar and as
strangely unfamiliar lands, birds and beasts that
mortals do not know, trees and flowers with elfin
snares and lures. There is Theragaverrug, with
heart of bronze; Wong Bongerok with scorpion tail;
there are dragons, griffins, unicorns .gargoyles
.
The poet protests against a world of fact and
the ceaseless grind and rumble of machinery.We
live in a world from which the wonder is being
removed with ever increasing zeal. Science and
invention explain everything; they banish all our
dreams. Keats said:
"There was an awful raimbow once in heaven:
We know her woof, her texture; she is given
In the dull catalogue of common things."
Modern transportation methods and fearless men
Keats, John COMPLETE POEMS
V
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like Peary, Byrd, and Lindbergh have crowded the
poet off the map, over the edge of the world.
Dunsany uses four vehicles of liteaary style:
a The short story , tale
,
parable , or fable
b Longer prose fiction
c The poem
d The drama, especially the one-act pla^
.
In all these forms he is essentially the poet,
for all his writings have cadenced rhythms and a
strange beauty.
It is a pleasure to read what Mr. Yeats says of
the achievement of his contemporary:
nLord Dunsany who has imagined, colors
,
ceremonies, and incredible processions
that never passed before the eyes of
Edgar Allen Poe , or of De^uincy , and
remembered as much fabulous beauty as
Sir John Mandeville, has yet never
wearied of the most universal of emo-
tions and the one most constantly as-
sociated with the sense of beauty....
He has but transfigured with beauty
the common sights of the world
Yet say what I will, so strange is
the pleasure that they give, so hard
# Yeats ,W.B. SELECTIONS FROM THE WRIT ISGS OF
LORD DUNSANY. Introd. by Yeats. 1912
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to analyze and describe, I do not know
why these stories and plays delight me.
Now they set me to thinking of some old
Irish jewel work, now of a sword covered
with Indian arabesques that hangs in a
friend's hall, now of St .Mark's at Ven-
ice, now of cloud palaces in the sundown;
but more often still of a strange country
or state of the soul that once for a few
weeks I entered in a deep sleep and after
lost, and have ever mourned and desired.™
Yeats, WB. Ibid.
t
CHAPTER EIGHT
Prose: The Tales
A Chronological List of Volumes
with year of publication
1905 The Gods of Pegana
1 906 Time and the Gods
1 908 The oword of Welleran
1^10 A Dreamer s lales
1912 The Book of Wonder
1915 Fifty-One Tales
1916 The Last Book of Wonder
1918 Tales of War
1919 Tales of Three Hemispheres
1919 Unhappy Ear-Off Things
1931 Travel Tales of Mr. Joseph Jorkens
The Gods of Pegana. n In the mists before
the Beginning, Fate and
Chance cast lots to decide whose the Game
should be; and he that won strode through the
mists to Mana-Yood-Sushai and said: T Uow make
gods for me, for I have won the cast, and the
Game is to be lviine. f Who it was won the cast,
and whether it was Fate or whether Chance that
Dunsany,Lord GODS OF PEGANA
f
went through, the mists "before the Beginning to
Llana-Yood-Sushai - none knoweth.'1 Thus reads
the foreword to Dunsany's first hook which was
published at his own expense. He also paid the
illustrator ,Mr . S.H.Sime, whose designs in black
and white ably interpret the author's whimsical
mockeries. The book called forth little favorabl
comment when it appeared. An Irish imagination,
uncurbed and extravagant , had ventured over the
rim of the Real, and a pagan phantasmagoria was
the result.
First editions of this same book are worth
many times the original price today. Dunsany
stock &as risen.
The second literary venture
Time and the Gods deals with the same gods
and demi-gods as the first,
but there are added to the rarefied atmosphere
of Pegana,Yarnith,Averon, and Zarkandhu and the
other countries of the poet T s dreams. Events
are cosmic, bounded by the universe, and that,
indeed, a universe of vast and far-flung visions
There are stories of delicate fancy; of un-
canny mystery; of bizarre and grotesque wonder.
His creative genius soars out into infinity.He
prods winged Pegasus with spurs of gold.
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High above the world of motor-cars and tene-
ments, siuite over the -Edge of Things, past en-
chanted cities of dream he gallops into star
strewn silences. Then suddenly, incongruously
he plumps us down in a London drawing-room or
into a city of caravans beside the desert waste.
The theogony of Dunsany allows of neither
heaven nor hell. The gods dream marble dreams
and the domes and pinnacles of gleaming white
rise up in strange and shimmering beauty. A
thousand marble steps climb to the citadel,
the marble city of Sardathrion. "Only those
have seen Sardathrion to whom in lonely passes
in the night the gods have spoken, leaning
#
through the stars."
The very names of the gods of Pegana are
mysterious and alluring. Notwithstanding their
utter lack of human sympathy; regardless of
the fact that they stand stern, unfeeling and
implacable ,- jade gods of the mountain, brass
Kleshes, golden Illuriels, - like stone Bud-
dhas ; in spite of the fact that they torture
their worshippers, and laugh at their futile
squirmings; granting all this, there is about
them an exotic and mystical attraction, a grim
# TIME AhD TuE GODS
•
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subtlety, like a bit of exquisite Chinese crafts-
manship which often hides relentless cruelty.
Dunsany 1 s pantheon is archaie in its simplici-
ty. Kib is the creator of life, Mung the lord
of death; Limpang Tung is the god of mitth and
music - there seems to be no god of sorrow; Tri-
boogie is the lord of dusk; Yohar-neth-Lahai the
god of night. Hobith calms the dog; Pitsu the
cat. Roon is the god of going, and Sish the god
of Time.
The Peganic Jupiter is Mana-Yud-Sushai , who is
greater than all and in whom the other gods
stand in awe, the good Mana-Yud-Sushai. "And the
gods and the worlds shall depart, and there sha.ll
#
be only ilana-Yud-Sushai . " The other &ods are a
sort of demi-gods, perhaps not much more than men.
They suggest the futile, but picturesque group
that used to dwell on Mt. Olympus.
Dunsany 1 s gods are colder , though, and sternet,
more scornful and pitiless. Yet there is a touch
of human sympathy in all the tales. Dunsany may
smile sardonically but back of the irony and
cynicism is a secret pity.
Clearly these stories are a protest against
worldliness. In whatever he writes, whether it
# Dunsany, Lord THE <iODS UF PEGAMA
/•
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be essay, narrative, fa"ble, play,- he "raises
#
up mockery on immortal wings." The irony is
sometimes over-sustained; his visions seem to
overtopple at times ; but truth and beauty are
not far to seek.
A LEGEND OF THE DAWK has an exquisite beauty.
Inzana, the dawn-goddess, was so lovely that
they gave her the moon when she cried for it.
WHEH THE GODS SLEPT may have been the embryo
out of which grew THE GODS OF THE MOUNTAIN.
In USURY Yahn, the god of the men of Zonu has
a heap of jewels which are lives. He lures
shadows from beyond the Rim to take the Lives
and polish them with experience - pain, sorrow,
and joy. Then they return them. When they shine
Yahn closes upon the Life, and the man becomes
a shadow. He keeps luring shadows to work out
the Scheme of Things. But someday the usurer
will have to yield to a greater pover.
This mystical feeling for beauty in the use
of the supernatural is Celtic and suggests a
kinship with Yeats, but the setting is never
Ireland, but rather the gorgeous Orient or the
skyey peaks.
FOR THE HONOUR OF THE GODS is a typical piece
#Lawrence,C.E. LORD DUNSANY, A MODERN DREAMER
London Bookman and Liv.Age Aug. 2 7,* 21
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of irony. Sailors came to the Prosperous Isles
saying there were gods who answered prayers
.
Three men went out to find them. They saw them
sitting on the marble hills, smiling at the an-
tics of little armies who fought for their
honour. Finally the people on the islands also
began to fight for the fame of the gods about
which many histories are writ. The symbolism
is not obscure. He who runs may read.
A new collection of tales
The Sword of Welleran appeared in 1?C8. The
stories in the first vol-
ume were concerned with gods and demi-gods,
those in the second dealt more generally with
men and their relations with the unfeeling gods,
while the third group of tales introduces addi-
tional more grotesque and horrible elenents.
Some of them are worthy of Poe or Ambrose
Bierce. THE HIGHWAYMAN is one of them. It is
a joke at which the angels smiled, and yet it
is as gruesome as THE FALL OF THE HOUSE OF USH-
ER. It tells of the man on the gallows tree
whose body was taken down one dark night, and
placed, not in the dug grave in the potter*
s
field, but in the marble sarcophagus of the
•
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proud archbishop, by the pals of the man who
was hanged. "And the v/ind blew and blew?
The once magical beauty of Babbulkund , City
of Marvel, now buried by desert sands; the elf
child who wanted to have a soul, but which she
gladly gave to another that she might return
to the Wild Folk; the man who experienced
drowning and wandered in darkness among the
stars until he was resuscitated; the man who
wanted to see ghosts and dreamed of horrible
things about other people and of impossible
criminal desires of his own; the dragon croc-
odile Theragawerug,with hide of steel; the
spider larger than a ram,whose eyes were lit-
tie , but n in wnich there was much sin; or
such themes is THE SWORD OF WELLERAN com-
posed.
The elements of futility and ox
A Dreamer^ Tales . grim cynicism are fre-
quent in A DREAMER 1 S TALES. They
cast a strange glamout on the world. Here are
the cities of men yielding perforce to the
ceaseless panorama of change and the ravages
of time. So more in Bethmoora is heard the
music of the tambang and tne zootibar. Zae-
carath, on the lofty crags of Droom, was once
cc
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thougnt to be everlasting. A stone from its once
impregnable site is uncovered by the shifting
sands of time. "For now snort a while man speaks,
and withal how vainly. And for how long he is
silent. Only the other day I met a king in Thebes
who had been silent for four thousand years!"
In the dreadful story of POOR OLD BILL, the
last of the pirate cr cw Who were under a curse,
is a subtle merging of awe and. superstitious
fear into grim, terror.
THE BOOK OF WOHDER is called
The Book of Wonder in the sub-title, A Chron-
icle of little adventures at
the Edge of the World. A.E. compares Lunsany's
imagination to a "cat purring anu a sinister
#
antithesis." Hothing is sure of happiness .The
normal world is gray with happy momenta ,says
Mr. Russell, but Lunsany f s is enchanted with mo-
ments of gloom. He conjures up loveliness as a
master of fantasy, but under it is always the
sinister. Lunsany is "strong when he lets the
contraries prowl about."
In this collection "The Loot of Bambarsharna"
,
"The Wonderful Window", and "How One Came as Was
Foretold to the City of Never"^mong the most
remarkable . "The City of Never" is pure poetry -
in prose.
Russell, G.W. MAKER OF MYTHOLOGIES. Liv.Age May 2?,
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"All the domes were of copper, but the
spires on their summits were gold....
With cobbled agates were its streets a
glory Clad as that city was in
one robe always, in twilight, yet was
its beauty worthy of even so lovely a
wonder; city and twilight both were
peerless but for each other.
Built of a stone unknown in the world
v/e tread were its bastions, quarried
we know not where it so flashed
back to the twilight its glories , color
for color, that none can say of them
where their boundary is, and which the
eternal twilight, and which the City
of Bever; they are the twin-born chil-
dren, the fairest daughters of Wonder.
Time had been there, but not to work
destruction; he had turned to a fair,
pale green the domes that were made
of copper, the rest he had left un-
touched, even he, the destroyer of
cities, by what bribe I know not a-
verted 9
Compare this with:
nFilled was the air with a dreamy and
magical light; and the landscape lay
as if hew created in all the freshness
of childhood. Peace seemed to reign
upon earth, and the restless heart of
the ocean was for a moment consoled.
All sounds were in harmony blended . .
"
Fifty-One Tales. Brevity, terseness
,
variety are safeguards
against tediousness and boredom. Dunsany
is happiest when he concentrates his art. The
FIFTY-QU3 TALES are like mosaics. They
are delicately cynical, or sad, or mildly
humorous and ironical.
# Dunsany , Lord Ihe Book of Wonder
## Longfellow.H.W. Evangeline
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"A Moral Little Tale" is the story of an ear-
nest Puritan who thought it wrong to dance. On his
deathbed he learned he was in league with the dev-
of
il ,insteadAwith virtue; but it was part of his
punishment to be unable to communicate his disas-
trous mistake to his zealous co-workers.
"The Song of the Blackbird" is a gem. It is suf-
U
ficiently short toAgiveni% in its Entirety:
"As the poet passed the thorn-tree the
blackbird sang.
'However do you do it? 1 the poet said, for
he knew bird language.
'It was like this, T said the blackbird. "It
really was the most extraordinary thing.
I
made that song last spring, it came to me
all of a sudden. There was the most beauti-
ful she-blackbird that the world has ever
seen. Her eyes v/ere blacker than lakes are
at night, her feathers were blacker than
the night itself, and nothing was as yellow
as her beak; she could fly much faster than
the lightning. She was not an ordinary she-
blackbird ; there has never been any other
like her at all. I did not dare to go near
her because she was so wonderful. One day
last spring when it got warm again - it had
been cold, we ate berries, things were quite
different then, but Spring came and it got
warm - one day I was thinking how wonderful
she v/as aiid it seemed so extraordinary to
think that I should ever have seen her, the
only really wonderful she-blackbird in the
world, that I opened my beak to give a shout,
and then this song came, and there had never
been anything like it before, and luckily I
remembered it, the very song that I just
sang now. But what is so extraordinary , the
most amazing occurrence of the marvellous
day, was that no sooner had I sung the song,
than that very bird, the most wonderful she-
blackbird in the world, flew right up to me
and sat quite close to me on the same tree.
I never remember such wonderful times as
those
.
T
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'Yes, the song came in a moment, and as I
was saying 1
And an old wanderer walking with a stick
came by and the blackbird flew away, and
the poet told the old man the bird s wonder-
ful story.
* That song new? 1 said the wanderer
.
1
-Not a
bit of it. God made it years ago. All the
blackbirds used to sing it when I was young.
It was new then. 1 n
A wide diversity of themes, none of them new,
are handled with a nimble and romantic fancy.
There is a strange , mysterious beauty in "Spring
in Town"; a weird fatalism in T,The Dream of Kar-
navootra"', a majestic nightmare in"Lobster Saladn ;
a queer pitifulness in "The Songless Country"; a
delightful whimsy in "After the Fire"; a grim sa-
tire in "Food of Death". The whole series is
prose poems. They appeal most strongly, of course,
to lovers of a poetic and highly polished style.
THE LAST BOOK OF WOUDER
The Last Book of Wonder. was first published
as TALES OF WONDER. The
preface of the Boston edition was addressed to
American readers. The volume appeared in 1^16,
while the author was recovering from a wound at
Ebrington Barracks
.
Here Dunsany leaves the realm of the purely
fictitious. Actual places like the English Chan-
nel and Persia enter in. He tells of Mr. Green
who crossed the channel on a bicycle , and in the
(
same story Shiroora Shan aids Neepy Than to find
the Bird with the Difficult Eye.
"How Ali Came to the Black Country" is another
protest against -ontemporary haste, against mech-
anized labor, factories, and cities in general.
Ali comes from Persia to save England, but in vain.
A hasheesh eater in Bagdad dreams anTale of Lon-
don 1.1 "Thirteen at Table" has an uncanny atmosphere.
A hunter seeks shelter for the night at a house in
a wood,where the host sees thirteen guests at the
table although he and his host are really alone
.
Luckily the hunter says the word that breaks the
spell and the unwelcome guests depart.
"The Long Porter 1 s Tale* takes us up to Tong
Tong Tarrup on the Edge of things. It is built on
a crag ten miles high, and the story hints of cen-
taurs that spoke Greek, honest politicians, and
other incredible things. He describes the twilight
of the World 1 s Edge:
"Higher up ling was in bloom and floating
upon the twilight ; more and more floated up
till all the twilight was purple all
seemed to be trembling and drifting on a
song. For the twilight was fullof song that
sang and rang along the edges of the world..
... .A bumble bee . sailed across from over
the Edge of the World. And the song that
was lapping there against the coasts of the
World and to which the stars were dancing
was the same that he had heard the old wo-
man sing long since down in the valley in
the midst of the Northern moor n
(
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Superstition is the theme in THE LOOT OF LOMA.
Only four out of thirty men survive the sacking
of Loma, and these four perish in the ten-league
pass. Why? A curse in mystical writing is found
in the loot they are carrying.
The adventures of Shard in THE STORY OF LAND
AMD SEA, which occupies the largest part pf the
volume, tells of a cruise over dry land. One
must mention the BUREAU D f EXCHANGE DE MAUX.Here
one may exchange a broken heart for a wife, no
children for a dozen, life for death; but if
one thinks to return the goods to the snop tne
next day and regain one's own MAUX back again,
it just is not there - the little shop - the
adjoining shops are side by side I
The first title in TALES OF WAR
Tales of War is THE MEN OB DALESWOOD.
Caught between two waves of at-
tack,with the enemy before and behind them, these
men,who represent the entire male population of
the village of Daleswood, prepare an inscription
on a block of chalk ledge. After an agonized
search for the right words, they write : "Please
God,remember Daleswood just like it used to be."
Then by a lucky counter-attack they are all
rescued, ^nd the chalk block they smashed up
e
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soon afterward, because they all felt so
"damned silly" about it. (The irony of an.
answered prayer. )
"Our alliance with France," says Dunsany
in A WALK DJ PICARDY is new in the history
of man, but it is an old, old union in the
history of the hills." Before the chalk
cliffs dipped down under the sea, the hills
of Sussex and of Kent were one with the hills
of Picardy.
"Standing To" gives us a word picture of
the dawn. "Dawn comes shy with a wind scarce
felt, dawn faint and strangely per-
ceptible , feeble and faint in the
east while men still watch the dark-
ness It happened as in a moment,
a moment you did not see. Guns flash
no longer; the sky is gold and serene."
The British airman is THE SPLENDID TRAVELER
dipping through the golden ban! of cloud. The
war tales are compact and concentrated . They
are uneven in merit. Some have no charm, and
some are too vindictive. There are moments of
enchanting beauty, moments of stark realism,
and moments when the poet feels about v/ar as
other mortals feel.
Alomg with the nightmare of desolation in
these pictures , with the dramatic and hideous

events in No Plan's Land, at Journey* s End, are
interspersed lovely glimpses of cherry orchards
in spring, violet-covered hill-slopes, woods
that shelter anemones, a wild rose garden, a
path bordered with light blue delphinia, an old
spire in the evening light.
In a WALK THROUGH THE TRENCHES Lunsany says
that Picardy and Belgium still bear the old
names on the map, but war has made deserts of
the places where they used to be. "The night-
mare of German dominion can have had no place
amongst the scheme of things," the poet says
with a propagandic shudder. But poets should n
not have propagandic shudders. They are beneath
#
their dignity, says THE NEW REPUBLIC.
UNHAPPY FAR-OFF THINGS
Unhappy Far-off Things. continues to portray
the ruin that war brings
.
There are twelve chapters in the same lucid and
beautiful style that characterizes some of the
TALES OF WAR. The simplest description takes on
dramatic values . The poet writes of the wrongs
suffered by the French and especially of the de-
vastation of their homes. One chapter is called
ironically "A Good War"; another less figuratively
# New Republic LUNSANY AT WAR. Mar.8,1?1?
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is entitled "After Hell."
"Ruin today," says Dunsany after a visit to
#
Arras, "is not beautiful or romantic at all..."
"As I went from Arras I passed by a grey
gaunt shape, the ghost of a railway sta-
tion standing In the wilderness haunting
a waste of weeds, and mourning, as it seem-
ed, over rusted railway lines lying idle
and purposeless as though leading nowhere,
as though all roads had ceased, and all
lands were deserted, and all travellers
dead: sorrowful and lonely that ghostly
shape stood dumb in the desolation among
houses whose doors were shut, and their
windows broken. And in all that stricken
assembly no voice spoke, but the sound
of iron tapping on broken things , which
was dumb a while when the wind dropped.
The wind rose and it tapped again."
A L7ew York Times reporter writes of TALES OF
THREE HEMISPHERES
Tales of Three Hemispheres. in the following
words: "Only a poet
could write in fitting wise of these tales .He
has set ajar the G-ates of Faery
that those of us whose eyes still
welcome the light of that youngest
yet most ancient of lands may look
within even if we cannot enter, look
and pity those dry-as-dusts to whom
the Land of Dreams is but stuff and
nonsense, and who , therefore , can
perceive neither their enchantment
nor that of their master-interpret-
er - Lunsany."
The first part ifff the book contains a dozen
tales, far-wandering and varied. Africa, China,
# Lunsany. "The Homes of Arras" in UlvHAPPY FAR-
OFF THINGS.
## Jffew York Times. Dec. 28, Review.
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France, England, New York furnish the settings.
In THE LAST DREAM OF BWGNA K1IUBLA Dunsany is
again in the land of myth. But he does not
stay there. He dreams of London, too. He sees it
quiver grow indistinct .... "and a bull rhino-
ceros, coming down through the stillness, snorted
and watered at the Carlton Club!" (Dunsany is a
member of the Carlton Club; he should know what
goes on there.
")
China is described in EAST AJ5D WEST as calmly
going on smoking opium, and waiting for the re-
turn of the dragons, while the Englishman con-
cerns himself with the weighty matter of evening
dress, and Hagar Dermstein becomes Sir EiJgar
Fortesque, and finally Lord St. George.
We read of men who tried to establish truth
but "whose tempers had been so spoiled by Africa
that they were not up to cross-examination..."
.."in that lonely desolation where the equator
comes up out of the forest and climbs over the
jagged hills." (Dunsany has said casually of
the Sahara: "one day is delightful, a week is
pleasant, a fortnight is - a matter of opinion."
THE POSTMAN OF OTFCRD closes in almost metri-
cal cadences:
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"While the three grim men prostrated
themselves by the fire, and the horrible
woman that was the spouse of one , saw the
gods coming gauntly over the wold, beheld
the gods of old England hungrily snuffing
the savour^ Odin, Balder, and Thor, the
gods of the ancient people, beheld them
eye to eye, clear and close in the twilight
and the office of postman fell vacant in
Otford-under-the-Wold .
The second half of the book concerns the River
Yann and the same dream world that Dunsany loved
in pre-war days. Beautiful sunsets and dawns are
here
.
T,And now the sun had set and all the
colours of the world and heaven had
held festival with him and slipped
one by one away before the imminent
approach of night .... 71 <?••••
and "upon us praying the night came
suddenly down, as it comes upon all
men who pray at evening and upon all
men who do not."
^hi ch reminds of the Bible saying: "for He maketh
His sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and
sendeth rain on the Just and on the unjust."
Irillion is a beautiful waterfall : "white and full
of mists ,wreathed in rainbows delicate and small,
that she had plucked up near the mountain 1 s sum-
mit from some celestial garden of the sun."
Color abounds in these tales.
"Those indescribable d-.wns upon the Yann
came up like flames in some land over the hills
where a magician burns by secret means enormous
# Matthew 5; 4.5
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amethysts in a copper pot
The old witch sat in her parlor with a
red shawl round her shoulders
,
knitting
the golden cloak.
'And do you. know, 1 she said, "that Life
is illusion? 1
•Of course it is not,' I said. "Life is
real, Life is earnest T
At that both witch and cat burst into
laugnter that would not stop."
Last year, 193 1 > Lord Lunsuny published his
eleventh volume of tales and fables. Several
individual numbers had previously appeared in
THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY
.
The New York Times says
Travel Tales of Mr. Joseph Jorkens . of this
book: "He takes the
medieval belief in witches, the ancient belief
in oracles, the modern belief in the innabita-
tion of Mars, or the euphemistic belief in
prohibition in America; garnishes them witn
plain homely details co make tnem look familisu
ana then by a quaint, ingenious logic of his
own devising
;
he lures tne reader into a great
void of fa^cy ana impossibility, a nostalgic
dreamland made up of human desires and human
encumbrances .
"
Human supex-stitions auu beliefs form the basis
of the narration. A group or hard-heaaed,matter-
of-fact men of affairs at their club are eager
#New York Times TRAVEL TALES OF MR. JORKENS
SEPT. 1 2, 1 931
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to find escape in the fluid imagination of
Mr .Jorkens . "Somebody get Jorkens started, "you
can hear them say, and then someone orders the
drinks all round and casually engages the vol-
uble old man in conversation. The chief delight
in these imaginings is the rich spontaneity;
there is no painstaking or labored effort to
recapture the wonder and the mystery.
The tales are most individual. They may only
be compared with the short stories of Poe or to
the vignettes of Villiers de L'lsle Adam. Is
it not possible that Dunsany has made the tales
his greatest contribution to contemporary lit-
erature?
•
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CHAPTER NINE
Prose : Longer Fiction
Dunsany has written four longer works of
fiction. They are the sort of books that one
may dip into anywhere without feeling that
one must go back to the beginning, nor con-
tinue to the very end. They are leisurely
stories, with such pleasant imagery and such
restful and satisfying diction that one for-
gets the swish and roar of traffic, and the
fact that Time is constantly blocking the
way of Eternity.
A Chronological List
1922 THE CHRONICLES OF RODERIGUEZ
1924 THE KING OF ELFLAND 1 S DAUGHTER
1?26 THE CHARWOMAN'S SHADOW
192 7 THE BLESSINGS OF PAN
William Beebe, a friend of Dunsany T s , and
an author whom Dunsany calls "the most bril-
#
liant American writer of English" , has loving-
ly reviewed THE CHRONICLES OF RODERIGUEZ . Its
sub-tttle is
The Chronicles of Roderiguez "A Tale of
Ancient Spain."
In it there is no mention of Pegana nor of
the gods of that mythical realm; there are
no unicorns nor trolls nor fairies.
# Dunsany , Lord . Writes review of CHRONICLES.
New York Times. Mar. 12, 1 922
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The story falls into seven parts, says Mr.Beebe.
The first part is an exciting short story, and a
unit in itself. The second reminds one of the adven-
tures of Don Quixote and Sancho Panza. The third is
a thesis against war. In the fourth Dunsany excels
Jules Verne in fantastic quality. The essence of the
Golden Age in Spain is found in parts five and six.
And in the seventh and last section Robin Hood lives
again.
Beebe is a naturalist and scientist. He says that
Dunsany is a sort of scientist , too. "Just as queer
things as the mouflon, the pukkamipt , and the bird
with the difficult eve are among the phenomena of
nature. Just as strange names as these are in the
catalogue of science. For example, coccothrauste s
is the scientific name for chaffinch; the pachypops
and the abudefduf sound like the creations of Dun-
sany.
Beebe sees two weevils on a leaf. One is clad in
emerald green with fustian seams and the other in
shard of brown with bits of green showing through.
Qlf and Agmar - for all the world
I
When the Chronicles were published, the author
was in North Africa, hunting for big game. He is
rather proud of his collection of mounted heads,
evidence of his marksmanship and success in the
wilds
.
# Beebe, William LORD DUNSANY AtfD DON R0DERIGU2Z
New York Times 0ct.1, f 22
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In a letter to the flew York Time s he pokes fun at
himself and at his critics. He says he "is too far
away to get hold of the reviews others may write"
and so writes his own idea of what they must be like:
"Lord Dunsany has evidently in his
latest venture endeavored to give to
a remote and problematical period
some of the insouciance odt his earli-
er efforts. He blends a certain di-
rectness of detail with an ineffect-
ual attempt to be occasionally jocu-
lar. Had he troubled to study with
greater care the period to which he
devoted his story, we make no doubt
that he might have constructed a pas-
sably entertaining narrative. A lack,
however, of certain historical rudi-
ments and a general tendency to take
for granted the reader T s interest in
what he has to say, a slip-s hod meth-
od of expression, and a vague dilution
of the narrative render any such hopes
illusory.
"
Some critics are as superficial and stupid as that.
But not many. What could be more absurd than to assoc-
iate Elfland with "historical rudiments"?
Mr .Beebe 1 s enthusiasm for Dunsany is tremendous .He
says THE CHROKICLES is the kind of book a man wants
at once to share with friends, then with the one best
friend, and then he reads it again when he is all by
himself.
"The happiest compromise
The Xing d>f Slfland's Daughter between the sinis-
ter and the beautiful",
says A.E., "is THE KlffG OF ELFLAUD 1 S DAUGHTER. It is
# NEW YORK TIMES. Mar.12, 1922 Lord Dunsany Writes Review
of Chronicles of Roderigue z from Africa
## Russell, G.W'.( A.E. ) MAKER OF MYTHOLOGIES . Liv.Age
May 29, '26
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the most purely beautiful thing Dunsany has
written. n
The melodious prose never tires. The mood is
well sustained. He invents an elfland that is
two-dimensional. Upon the pronouncement of a
mystic rune it recedes farther and farther from
actuality. The animated and lovely shadows and
grotesques are symbolic of our spiritual ven-
tures .
TtFor a little while he went on; but
intthat flat land the horizon moved im-
perceptibly with him, and never a peak
appeared of the Elfin Mountains ; and on
that dreary plain he soon discovered , as
sooner or later many a man must, that he
had lost his Elfland."
The book is dedicated to Lady Dunsany. In it the
poet gives his fancy free play as he relates the
long, untiring search of Alveric for his fairy
wife. A charming fantasy; a love story with no
attraction of what Mr .Shaw calls "the lower cen-
#
tres ?T ; with no taint of earth.
Odell Shepard says that like a true ancient, Lord
Dunsany gives no exaggerated importance to lovejhe
treats it, if at all, in a way which seems cold
and distant. He scorns modern things. In his stories
there are no sex problems, no vaudeville jokes, no
harried nor greedy business men, no factories ,nor
office bindings, no bill-boards disfiguring the
# Shaw,G.B. TOO TRUE TO BE GOOD
## Shepard, Odell LORD DUNSAFT ,Myth Maker .Scribner 1 s
C
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highways
.
The reader finds escape in the timeless fields
of Elfland; its pale blue peaks, its brooding
peace and ageless repose banish all thought of
bitterness, or curse, or fear. Gone are fussy
haste and restless competition.
#
Dunsany asks in a letter written soon after the
close of the war , "Would it not be too bad if
mankind had been made so restless by these restless
years that they eould only feel at ease sitting
by burning cities?.... How shall we easily turn
from those hills and places of vantage whence we
watched for the ruins of empire, to see simply
once more those little beneficent things of which
the happiness of men and children was made, in
the days before the artillery altered the shapes
of the hills?"
To those who find it impossible to believe in
Elfland, Dunsany maintains in the foreword:
" some chapters do indeed tell of
Elfland, but in the greater part of them
there is no more to be shown than the
face of the fields we know, and ordinary
English woods and a common village and
valley, a good twenty ot twenty-five
miles from the border of Elfland."
The village of Erl, dissatisfied with reality,
imports magic in order to gain publicity, but in
so doing it becomes enchanted and absorbed, and
# New York Times. Letter dated 1-14-1 9. Feb.23,M9
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finally passes out of the remembrance of men.
A reviewer in the New York Time s who obvi-
ously has not much in common with poetic fan-
tasies, calls the book a "bag of verbal tricks.
The interest seems to lie, not in saying any-
thing in particular, but in saying nothing in
particular and saying that beautifully." The
same critic compares the cadence and simplicity
of the language to the work of James Stephens,
as well as "the almost perfect intellectual
vacuum," He admits there is an exquisite note
of fragile beauty, but it is more suited, he says,
to a short story form; spread to three hundred
pages it becomes affected and precious.
To remain in the rarefied atmosphere of fairy
domain over long would grow wearisome. To read
THE ARABIAN NIGHTS from cover to cover in a sin-
gle evening would be an overdose of magic. One
does not need to read THE KING OF ELFLAND'S
DAUGHTER through at one sitting. One should en-
joy it leisurely, as one eats cake - peace by
piece
.
"Poor , indeed ,were v/e without magic,
whereof v/e are well stored to the en-
vy of darkness and Space You
that sought for magic in your youth
but desire it not in your age, know
that there is a blindness of eye,
# New York Times. Review. 0ct.12,1?24
^
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making a darkness around you across
which nothing may be seen or felt or
known or in any way apprehended
.
n #
It is impossible to close this discussion with
out quoting more of this exquisite wizardry. The
passage about regrets follows:
"The witch crooned now a melody
like a wind in summer blowing from
wild wood gardens that no man tended,
down valleys loved once by children,
now lost to them but for dreams, a
song of such memories as lurk and
hide among the edges of oblivion, now
flashing from beautiful years a
glimpse of some golden moment, now
passing swiftly out of remembrance
again, to go back to the shades of
oblivion, and leaving on the mind
those faintest traces of little shin-
ing feet which when dimly perceived
by us are called regrets . *
Lirazel "besought a rune of her gather" for she
loved Alveric:
" Old days would not let her be, sweet
memories thronged about her: the lawns
of Elfland had her love, lawns upon
which she had played by the old mirac-
ulous flowers before any histories were
written here; she loved the sweet, soft
creatures of myth that moved like magi-
eal shadows out of the guardian wood
and over enchanted grasses; she loved
every fable and song and spell that had
made her elfin home, and yet the bells
of Earth that could not pass the fron-
tier of silence and twilight, beat note
by note in her brain, and her heart
felt the growth of the little earthly
flowers as they bloomed or faded or
slept, in seasons that came not to
Elfland.And in those seasons, wasting
away as everyone went by, she knew that
Alveric wandered, knew that Orion lived
and grew and changed, and that both, if
Earth's legend were true, would soon be
lost to her for ever and ever, when the
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gates of Heaven would shut on both with
a golden thud. ,T
The "book abounds in such lovely passages. Mr.
#
Shepard is right when he says: "No dreamer ever
dreamed such dreams before."
Oscar >tfilde unwittingly wrote of Dunsany when
he prophesied:'
" dragons will wander about the
waste places and the phoenix will soar
from her bed of fire we shall lay
our hands upon the basilisk and see the
jewel in the toad's head. Champing his
gilded oats the Hippograf will stand in
our stalls, and over our heads will
float the Bluebird singins of beautiful
impossible things, of things that are
lovely, and that never happen, of things
that are not, and should be."
THE CHARWOMAN'S SHADOW
The Charwoman's Shadow is a story of magic,
too. Ramon Alonzo ven-
tures into the enchanted forest to study alchemy
with a master magician. He sells him his shadow,
but in the end recovers not only his own, but
that of the little old charwoman who scrubb the
stairs. Then "oh wonderful, wonderful. . .and out
of all whooping! . . . the charwoman turns out to
be a glowing young creature with shining eyes
and golden hair! She and Ramon make their escape
to the external world together.
The contemplation of what misery might ensue
# Shepard, Odell LORD DUNSANY ,MYTH MAKER. Scribner '
s
6$: 595 1921
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if one were so unconventional as to appear on
the streets without his shadow, is a whimsical
one. And yet v/ho wants to be thought "queer" ?
This may be called Dunsany's one and only
full-length novel, but even in this the threads
of the plot are so loosely woven that one feels
no anxiety, nor much, if any, curiosity about
the denouement. It is still the imagery and the
style that holds the reader.
There are interesting and subtle touches of
irony that are as gentle and kindly as a contact
with an angel's wing. For example: Grand prepara-
tions are being made by Mirandola's parents for
the reception of a prospective son-in-law." By
the middle of the afternoon nothing seemed left
of that mysterious harmony that is the essence
of a home."
Again: Ramon wishes to learn to write. He tells
Father Joseph, who says: n Those things it is need-
ful to know, are written already, and if not, there
are monks to do it." After an extended absence
from his parishioners Father Joseph goes home, and
on his way, he guesses the sins that his flock
v/ill have to confess after this length of time.
When the Duke wishes to be alone with his sweet-
heart, he tells his body-guard tonhunt rabbits , "and
they franish. The mystical atmosphere of a lover's
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world is given in the following passages:
"There is no memory of what they said.
5he sound just came to them, from the
limits of hearing, of bees in a tall
lime; insects .. .butterflies . .wind.
.
children's voices . .flowers . .their talk
was part of the joy with v/hich Earth
greeted the sun."
"And on they walked as though they
had crossed the border of a land full
of the morning, and were walking fur-
ther and further into its glorious
brightness, which lit their faces more
and more as they went , while behind
them lay colder lands, lonelier and
lacking enchantment."
Whole pages are rhythmically cadenced. They
may with little irregularity be scanned as
hexameter
j
"Their talk was a part of the joy v/ith v/hich
Sarth greeted the sun."
"As tnough they had crossed the border of a
land full of the morning
And were walking further and further into
its glorious brigutness
.
n
Such regular cadences violate English traditions.
Yet there seems to be no obvious intention on the
poet's part to make the prose metrical. He does
not use a measured rhythm to any objectionable
excess, as Blackmore does in L0RNA DOOITE.
THE CHARWOMAN'S SHADOW is ingenuous , inventive
.
It is, therefore, less beautiful than THE KING- OF
ELFLAND T S DAUGHTER. It is too clever for pure,
ethereal beauty.
In his insistent note of lyricism, and willful
#
aloofness from the mecnanistic world; in his
# Drama. Review of DOTSAM" THE DRAMATIST Aug.* 17
r
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feeling for ever-present wonder, Lunsany is
clearly allied to Yeats ana Synge. It is easy
to imagine Yeats or Synge presenting, each in
his individual way, the story of a soul that
has "been transformed "by the evil powers of a
magician into an old and ugly charwoman, who
emerges at last as the radiantly beautiful
young girl she once was. But Dunsany does not
write allegories , ana perhaps we have read a
soul idea into it, witnout his tninking of it.
ft
"Critics," he says', "see things in my plays
I did not know about An artist's message
is from instinct to sympathy, " he adcfs . So
we may be rignt, after all.
fine a piece of romantic nonsense as has been
woven in many a year." The same reviewer calls
attention to the two-fold charm of THE BLESS-
INGS OF PAIS. First, there is the tragi-comedy
of the passing of Reverend Elderick Awrel's
faith in scholarship and church authority,
glowing with gentle reality and not unmixed
with humor; second, the potency of nature,
both animate and inanimate
.
# Current Opinion. THE MOST IMAGINATIVE DRAMATIST
NOW USING THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE . Feb. 191
7
## New York Times. Review. Feb.^,1928
In 192 7 appeared another
The Blessings of Pan book of fiction. It
##
has been called "as
cc
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The unknown vicarage of Molding furnishes
the setting with its pastoral flowerine ss , and
"the flute-like music," heard by Reverend Aw-
rel on the hill at sunset, sets the £tory go 1
ing. One must banish every shred of disbelief
as one reads. The reviewer reminds us that
there was magic enough in Lennox,Massachusetts
to produce TAltfGLEWOOD TALES.
i^any critics speak of the compressed quin-
tessence of Dunsany, of his remarkable ability
to create moods in a few deft touches. But he
seems less able to sustain the mood and the
interest for an extended time. He has intensi-
ty of technique, but he sacrifices range for
#
it. Clayton Hamilton says he and Joe can see
a big idea steadily, but neither can"see it
whole" as Sophocles did.
The four-act play, IF, is a trifle disappoint-
ing, because the mood is not perfectly sustain-
ed. In THE CHRONICLES OF RODERIGUEZ there is the
same fault. Mr.Beebe says its seven parts are
as separate units. In the longer fiction there
is a certain monotony of effect. It seems to be
due at least in part to the narrow emotional
range, and in part to the fact that he packs
# Hamilton, C. TIIE PLAYS OF LORD DUNSAUY. Bookman Jan.M'/
## Thesis, p. 65
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into every line the riotous wealth of his fancy.
His marvellous style is certainly more adaptable
to the shorter forms, in which the dominant key
never becomes monotonous. "He is a born story-
teller," says Lewisohn.
A Few More Tales
Occasionally a tale has come out in a magazine
and has not been included in a volume. Among them
are
:
Jetsam in THE SATURDAY REVIEW, June 2^,1910
The Opal Arrowhead in HARPER'S MONTHLY,May , 1 920
The Field Where Satyrs Danced in ATLANTIC , June , 1 928
The Use of Man in HARPER 1 S BAZAAR
,
August, 1931
Of these, The Opal Arrowhead and The Use of Man
suggest THE LAST BOOK OF WONDER; they should be in-
cluded in the next edition. The other two seem to
belong with FIFTY-ONE TALES, but the addition of
tv/o would involve a change in title.
The Field Where the Satyrs Danced is the most
delightful irony. The mood is both whimsical and
wistful.
The scene is an ordinary field, the poet says,
near his ovm home, a field where the hedges run
wild with pink roses every summer. When they are
all pink with the blossoms he goes to see them.
But his eye is attracted to a field farther away,
away up on the hill where, he fee.ls, it is so
# Lewisohn, Ludwig DUNSANY. The Nation. July 2^,'2p
c
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beautiful that the satyrs must surely dance
.
He climbs the long hill, hut arriving at
the top he finds it quite ordinary. He hesi-
tates, thinking that perhaps he should seek
still farther on. In his perplexity he calls
to a boy who happens to be crossing the field
in his direction.
He asks the boy, in as casual a tone as one
might use to ask if the buses were running:
"Do the satyrs dance here tonight?"
"Here? Hoi" says the boy, as if one
should really know better than to
think that.
The poet mumbles something to the
effect that he had understood they
would
.
nNo," replied the boy, and then he
points back down the hill to Dunsany's
own field of wild roses. "They are
dancing down there tonight!" he says
softly.
(c
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CHAPTER TEN
Poems
The volume of fifty poems was given to the
public in 192?. It is a slender
FIFTY POEMS . collection of verse, a book
of much less importance than
his charming poems in prose. The contents
are of interest chiefly because we have
come to know the man and the wizardry of
his pen.
The first poem is entitled ART AUD LIFE.
It is clearly the best of the group, but
its perfection is not sustained in every
stanza. The word pictures in the opening
lines are lovely:
nThere is so much to catch
As the days go by,
The line of some queer old thatch
Against wintry sky.
The huge red sun of .November
Threatening snow,
Dark woods that seem to remember
Ages ago.
Gold kingcups crowning the ditches,
Windows agleam,
Old willows standing like witches
Haunting a stream w
EIGHT has four lyric stanzas of which
the last two are full of mystery:
(
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n In the wilds of Space, in the dark
Spiral nebulae,
Twirl spark upon spark
Whereof are we.
V/ho can say for what task
They arose, or whither they slip?
And all the spirits I ask
Stand, finger on lip. n
A sterner type of mystery is found in HEMESIS:
T,0ne lied and broke his word,
Almost I thought to hear
Nemesis striding near,
Yet not a footstep stirred.
Then, to a lonely place
By strong dreams borne away,
Far from his tracks astray
I saw her grim Greek face.
'Hever she draweth near;
I erred,* I thought. She saith,
'On his neck is my breath,
I^y footfall is in his ear.' "
The little poem TO KEATS is so inevitable that
it seems as though we had read it somewhere ages
ago.
r,0n a magical morning with twinkling feet
And a song at his lips that was strange and
sweet
,
Somebody new came down the street
To the world's derision and laughter.
Hov/ he is dumb with no more to say,
How he is dead and taken away,
Silent and still, and leading the way,
And the world comes tumbling after."
Many of Dunsany's verses are light and flippant,
as well as ironic. He seems to find the metrical
e
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form an amusing diversion. His ODE TO A DUBLIN
CRITIC is humorous and colloquial in tone. One
stanze reads:
IFrom little fountain pens they wring
The last wee drop of inky spite..."
Of his own writing he says in the same number:
"Beyond the boundaries I have been
That dull geography has drawn,
To bring you light from visions seen
In kingdoms eastward of the dawn."
I2J SAHARA combines the sublime and the ridi-
culous, for he sings of spring in Spain and
sand in soup - more alliteration and less of
poetry.
LADY BLAYU recounts an ironic but frequent
occurrence in social circles:
"My hostess said, f Will you
Please take in Lady Blayn? 1
Almost at once I knew,
By some light in the brain
That all I'd tried to do,
And all my labour's gain
Keats* s and Shelley 1 s , too
,
All that the merry crew
Had rhymed the whole world through,
For her was done in vain."
Whimsical humor is found in A HETERODOXY . He
dreams he has arrived in Heaven, and the spirit
of his dog rushes out to greet him there.
AFFAIRS is pure satire. He asks the bat if he
is not jealous of man since he now has the air-
plane, and can fly as well as the bat....
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"Jealousy" answered he,
t! I have more to do than that.
There are entrusted to me
The high affairs of the bat!"
THE WORM AMD THE STAR has the same theme.
#
There are lines of haunting sweetness in
many of the poems, lines such as:
"An evening like an opal"
nWhere ghosts of stars in the dimness stray"
"Light late on old lawns"
"Blackbirds in fields profound with May"
"As bees yearn to the clover"
The war inspired SOMGS FROM AS EVIL WOOD. Two
stanzas follow: '
'
"There is no wrath in the stars,
They do not rage in the sky;
I look from the evil wood
And find myself wondering why.
Why do tftey not scream out
And grapple star for star,
Seeking for blood in the wood
As all things round me are?
These sombre lines of protest express modern
scepticism with the simplicity or an Aeschylus.
The third act of IF contains two of Dunsany*
s
best lyrics, AL SBALDOMIR, and THE SOBG- OF THE
IRIS MARSHES . The second stanza of the former
reads
:
# Saturday Evening Post. Sept. 1 5, 1 28
## Literary Digest. May 12,1917
G
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nAl Shaldomir,Al Shaldomir,
My heart is ringing with thee still;
Though far away, 0 fairy fields,
My soul flies low by every hill
And misses not one daffodil " ft
In EVEUIUG IH AFRICA the poet says:
"Like sparks tnese glories I have known
Shall flash, though faintly , from my pen."
They are "faint flashes" - these verses - when
compared with the spontaneous bursts of fancy and
the delicate imagery of his prose. When Mr.Mencken
suid Dunsany was tnc finest poet Ireland has pro-
duced in five hundred years, with the possible
exception of Synge, he referred to tne prose po-
etry of which Dunsany is an unquestioned master.
"To be a poet," he himself writes in an wasay
entitled NOWADAYS, and dedicated to the Poets*
Club in 1?1 8, n is to see at a glance the glory
of the world, to see beauty in all its forms and
manifestations, to feel ugliness like a pain, to
resnnt ohe wrongs of otnera as bitterly as one's
own, to know mankind as other & ku.ow single men,
to know nature as botanists know a flower, to be
thought a fool, to hear at moments the clear
###
voice of God."
# Dunsany, Lord IF, a play in 4 acts.
## Thesis p.
### Dunsany, Lord NOWADAYS
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
The Plays
A Chronological List of Plays
with year of publication
1914 FIVE PLAYS
The Glittering Gate
King Argimenes and the Unknown Warrior
The Gods of the Mountain
The Golden Doom
The Lost Silk Hat
1917 PLAYS OF GODS AND MEN
The Tents of the Arabs
A Night at an Inn
The queen's Enemies
The Laughter of the Gods
1922 IF (A Four-Act Play)
1923 PLAYS OF NEAR AND FAR
Fame and the Poet
A Good Bargain
If Shakespeare Lived Today
The Compromise of the King of the Golden Isles
The Flight of the y,ueen
Cheezo
1926 ALEXANDER AND THREE SMALL PLAYS
Alexander
The Old King's Tale
The Evil Kettle
The Amusements of Khan Kharuda
1929 SEVEN MODERN COMEDIES
The Jest of Hahalaba
Atalanta in Wimbledon
The Raffle
The Journey of the Soul
In Holy Russia
His Sainted Grandmother
The Hopeless Passion of Mr.Bunyon
Unpublished:
The Ginger Cat 1914?
The Prince of Stamboul 1 91 8
The Murderers 1 91 9
Lord Adrian 1923
Mr. Faithful 192 7
The Old Folk of the Centuries 1930
<
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THE PLAYS
Arthur Hobson ^uinn says: "Lord Dunsany is
one of the foremost representatives of romance.
He stands in the drama as in all his writing
for the escape from real life He has the
higher courage of the artist who is not con-
cerned with probability if he can secure beau-
#
ty."
Dunsany himself has advised the aspiring
-U-JLWW
playwright to be true to his own inspiration.
Do not call the grass purple just to be ori-
ginal, he says, but if you see it purple, do
not call it green just because others do.He
himself has the courage to call it purple.
He is a myth maker. Ludwig Lewisohn calls
him the "only genuinely mythopoetic writer of
WWW
this generation." Other men might have writ-
ten THE LOST SILK HAT or CHEEZO, but no one
but Dunsany the myth maker could have evolved
A NIGHT AT AN DDI, or taken us to ZaccarlW
on the crags of Droom. With extraordinary
fertility of invention he weaves strange new
patterns in drama.
Oscar Wilde once said "the only beautiful
things are the things which do not concern us."
# 4uinn,A.H. Introd. to THE ART OF PLAY-WRITING
## Dunsany, Lord ARTIST AND TRADESMAN . Dial,May,'l8
### Lewisohn, Ludwig DUNSANY. Nation July 2^/23
#### Dunsany, Lord A DREAMER'S TALES
(
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Of a similar opinion is Dunsany who writes in
a highly concrete manner of the remote realm
of dream.
"A play," says Dunsany , "is made of sincerity
and dramatic style." There is no one truth and
no one world. Each man may present truth as he
sees it, he says.
Dunsany has written more than thirty-four
plays; all that have been staged adequately
have stood the test of the theatre. His plays
have been "best sellers" in the Little Theatres
of America. He has ,Tan elemental dramatic imag-
ination. He feels drama, not crudely, but aesthet-
ically." *^
He creates his illusion, not by realistic de-
scription, but by suggestive touches in action
and dialogue. He has extraordinary versatility
in devising a thrilling plot and investing it
with a romantic atmosphere that seems almost
credible. His store of adventures is inexhaust-
ible, and his skill in the compactness of the
dramatic form is remarkable. Cunliffe says that
Dunsany and Barrie have lifted the one-act play
to the level of an acknowledged form of art
.
Clayton Hamilton declares that Dunsany is "as
# Dunsany, Lord ARTIST AND TRADESMAN .Dial May,'l8
## Literary Digest. AW IRISH WRITER OF OHE-ACT
PLAYS. Mar. 31 ,M 7
### Cunliffe, John W. MODERU ENGLISH PLAYWRIGHTS
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distinctly and exclusively an artist in the
#
one-act play, as Poe was in the short story.
*
The sudden and unexpected turn that is pe-
culiarly Dunsanic characterizes the denouement
of most of his plays. It is an O.Henry turn
with an added element of suspense and awe. It
evokes a breathless nOh!" of astonishment , fol-
lowed "by another T,Oh! of course!" in wonder and
##
understanding.
Dunsany does not allow changes of text during
rehearsals; yet he confesses to no technique"
nor knowledge of technique. His instinctive dram-
atic sense never fails him. "Bo man," says Allar-
dyce Nicoll, "has excelled him in arousing, by
delicate touches, an emotion of terror, and of
###
awe .
"
Fritz Tidden calls Dunsany "the Pied Piper of
the present day theatre world. He plays upon his
imagination and we, the children of earth, follow
####
him where he will." But his work is"not a
mere riot of fancy; hack of it all is keen obser-
#####
vation of life." He deals with Time and its
conflict with men and their self-imposed gods.
# Hamilton, C. THE PLAYS OF LORD DUBSANY. Bookman Jan. f 17
## Dunsany , Lord . GOOD PLAYS AID BAD - WHY? Theatre Mag.Jy 'to
### fficoll.Allardyce BRITISH DRAMA
#### Tidden, Fritz N.Y. Dram.Mirror . Feb.15,M? PLAYS
##### Miller,Nellie B. THE LIVING DRAMA
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His plays are based on universal themes; he has
an unfailing dramatic sense; he writes for the
love of his art. With these three qualifications
a genius like Dunsany could not fall short of
success in the real sense of the word.
Thus far six volumes of plays have
Five Plays come from the press. In the first
volume Dunsany "teeters on the brink
of the sublime," says a reviewer in TICS BEW RE-
#
PUBLIC. His strong dramatic instinct is"clothed
in the murky veil of mechanical mystery, shot with
flashes of wit and gleams of irony." There is"ex-
otic imagery , sombre beauty, elusive suggestion of
oracular wisdom never clearly revealed, power to
evoke a nightmare sense of inescapable horror."
Certainly the atmosphere of these plays, with
the exception of THE LOST SILK HAT, is new, exotic,
foreign. They may not be measured by the same cri-
teria as other dramas; Dunsany stands alone in his
use of the dramatic in symbolic drama; his art has
a strange significance; it has not the same inner
meaning as the work of his friends , Yeats and Synge
,
however similar their methods may seem.
##
Frank Harris said of THE GODS OF
The Gods of the Mountain THE MOUNTAIN, after its
production at the Haymarket Theatre:
# Woolsey.D.B. DUUSAHY ANEW, flew Republic Sept. 5 1 23
## Harris, Frank A GREAT ONE-ACT PLAY. Aead.Uov.4 , » 1
1
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"It is far and away one most interest-
ing dramatic experiment I have ever seen;
for the first time in my life I under-
stood how the terrible realism of the
stage could be employed triumphantly,
used to make the unlikely probable, ana
to clothe the fantastic with a vivid
life."
The story in tabloid is this: Seven beggars pro-
claim themselves the jade gods of the mountain.At
the peak of their success when people worship them
and lavish gifts upon them, the real stone gods
walk in and turn the impostors to stone. Even the
most sceptical then fall before them, saying: "They
were the true gods l TT
Thus a solemn jext masquerades as deepest wisdom.
Lawrence Oilman makes the following comment in
#
THE NOR'xH AMERICA!! REVIEW : "It will hardly be dis-
puted by those who are susceptible to plays of
finer grain and richer intellectual content than
the ordinary theatre yields , that nothing more
compensatory has been seen in New York
this season Dunsany is an engross-
ing, striking picture in contemporary
theatre. He is an acrid, fantastical,
incurable humorist and a subtly feroci-
ous ironist...He has little spiri+ual
vision, no tenderness, no passion....
Dunsany i§ himself ... .No one els& dis-
plays his blend of bitterness and beauty,
humor and poetry, command of mystery
and terror, his magnificent sense of
drama .
"
The atmosphere of futility and the inevitable
doom of hubris are as powerful as they were in
the ancient Greek dramas. There is a stern
# Gilman, Lawrence Review of GODS OF THE MOUNTAIN
North American Review Jan. 1917
r
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pagan beauty. The gods are implacable , hard , and
cold.
#
Surely, says Clayton Hamilton, this play is one
of the three greatest one-acters ever written. The
other two are A NIGHT AT All INN, and RIDERS TO THE
SEA by Synge.
Dunsany's first attempt at play writing was THE
GLITTERING GATE. He has never
The Glittering Gate liked it. He says it is
"without beauty, being written
in Cockney." Although it is merely a dialogue be-
tween two men, it is unusual and original dialogue,
and the setting is Dunsanic. It is a lonely place
before the Gate of Heaven, with an abyss hung with
stars below, and what he calls, in the Tales, the
Rim of the World. True, there is little of the ele-
ment of conflict and slight crescendo in plot. The
end has an O.Henry turn, and a flash of sardonic
humor.
THE GLITTERING GATE may be called a parable of
agnosticism and faith. The story concerns two burg-
lars who have been shot. They express their meta-
physical philosophies as they jimmy their way
through Heaven's Gate, only to find, after the
gate opens, that there is nothing there but loneli-
ness and stars.
# Hamilton,C THE PLAYS OF LORD DUNSANY . Bookman Jan. 1
## Dunsany. ARTIST AND TRADESMAN . Dial May,M8
r
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The play is subtle and elusive, even vague. It
requires a sympathetic audience, sensitive to
the refinement of its irony.
It was first produced
Argimenes and the Unknown Warrior by Yeats
in the Abbey Theatre,
as was also KING ARGIMENES AND THE DKKHOWJJ WAR-
RIOR. Although the latter appears in print as a
two-act play, it has an intensity of technique
and a centrality of focus that creates a single
dramatic effect, and all of this with economy of
means. Mr .Hamilton maintains that technically it
is a one-acter, as is also THE GODS OF THE MODI*
TAIN, printed in three acts. "The construction
#
of KING ARGIMENES is bad," says Dunsany, "for
it rather falls away from inspiration,
and does not climb up to a climax or,
in stage parlance, T a good curtain. f Yet
there are certain things in it I like
myself, such as 'the tear song, the
chaunt of the low-born* and 'whoever
be thy gods, whether they punish thee
or whether they bless thee 1 ?
Argimenes is an enslaved king. He finds an old
sword as he digs in the slave-fields. With it he
leads the slaves to revolt and takes the throne
from King Darniak. In this majextic moment it is
announced that the king's dog has died. The newly
enthroned king and his court , thinking only of their
hunger , exclaim "Bones?" The closing speeches pro-
#Dunsany,Lord ARTIST AND TRADESMAN. Dial May,M8
r
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duce one of the most dramatic and original
#
touches in all literature:
Argimenes : (remembering suddenly what has
happened and where he is ) Let him
he buried with the late king.
Zarb: (in voice of protest") Majesty!
Curtain.
In a letter to Stuart Walker ?/ho produced the
##
play, Dunsany wrote:
"The last stage direction in this play,
(in a voice of pBOtest) was suggested
to me by a producer and pleased me at
the time but I almost think my own
idea was. better. I made Zarb say T Maj-
esty T in av/e."
###
Nellie Burget Miller says:
"Argimenes is a naturalistic study of
the mutability of human affairs , and
of the impotence and indifference of
the gods. Human pride , folly .misery
in their universal garb pass by. Tt
The tear song reminds of the beating of the
tom-tom in O'Neill's THE EMPEROR JOKES. Both
plays breathe the grim, restless spirit of
change
.
THE LOST SILK HAT is a stray
The Lost Silk Hat. in the collection. The
plot is very slender. There
are no theatrical effects. A young man has
quarrelled with his sweetheart, and left the
house without his hat. He tries to induce a
laborer, a clerk, and a poet, in turn, to get
# Vale,C LORD DL/NSAJY'S GODS. Forum. May M4
## Bierstadt,E.H. DUKSAJSY THE DRAMATIST . Appendix
### Miller, Nellie Burget. THE LIVING DRAMA.
r
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his hat for him, but finally gets it for him-
self, and the reconciliation follows. Critics
object to the plays of Dunsany beaause they
are all similar in mood and theme, but when a
totally different type Is inserted, with the
more purely Dunsanlc, the cry is that it is
cheap and does not deserve a place with the
#
.others. A modern and conventional drama,
such as the average comedy-writer might cre-
ate is not Dunsany .
While in Ebrington Barracks
,
The Golden Doom. Londonderry , Ireland Dun-
sany wrote
:
nThe GODS OF THE
MOUNTAIN is the only play with which I am
content. I love it." He says he likes the
start of the GOLDEN DOOM, but he fears the
play Is very slight.
John Palmer writes with more adequate ap-
preciation of this gem of dramatic achieve-
###
ment
:
nThe complex and eternal drama of
destiny and pride is in the direct
and simple fashion of am old ballad
visibly put before us in the words
and figures of a king that lived
before Babylon, of the stars that
jealously watched him, of a child
for whom the symbol of his glory
was a toy".... It is "difficult to
write restralnedly of the pleasure
# London Times. Review of Dunsany 1 s Plays. Mar. 1 9, f 14
## Dunsany, Lord &rtist and Tradesman Cl r On-in 6r»9R
### Palmer, John THE GOLDEN DOOM at Haymarkgt ^* 77
Saturday Review Nov. 30, T 1
2
C
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with which one necessarily welcomes
this play of Lord Dunsany."
Two children pray for a hoop before the king's
sacred iron door. They scriblle a rhyme on the
door, which the prophets interpret as a warning
from the stars to the king. The king renounces
his crown and sceptre, which he leaves as a sac-
rifice before the door. The children find them
and carry tnem av/ay. Finding the crown is gone,
the king believes his gift is acceptable to the
stars, anu the kingdom will be spared.
Here is a strange ana sincere symbolism, a
superb simplicity, and the stuff of poetry. The
little play has the literary quality of Dunsany's
best work.
London critics made very definite objections
to THE GOLDEN DOOM. It was too obvious. The author
forced events, instead of allowing them to grow.
#
It was not true to life . Dunsany wrote to Stuart
Walker, who was about to produce it in New York:
,fA London critic said it was death
to touch the door, yet a lot of people
touched it. There might be something
in that, but not much, I think. The
children, of course, are ignored -
the play hinges o£ that - and after
all someone must open the door for
the king and his retinue , but hetter
not let any unauthorized person toiich
it unnecessarily, for it would be a
pity to kill a good actor for the
sake of realism."
# Sailer, Oliver SEEING THE THEATRE WITH DUNSANY'S
EYE. Boston Transcript. Oct. 21 ,1916
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In the same letter the author maintains that
the part the children play is true to life, the
critics notwithstanding. "Five minutes ago I
saw eight squads drilling on the parade ground
and two children in the middle of it, digging
with sticks, and no one saying a word to them."
The play is most impressive. It is Greek in
its momentous simplicity. The fate of an empire
is linked in importance with a little boy's
desire for a hoop, and a little girl's rhyme
about a purple bird.
It is no use to expect realism from Dunsany,
#
says A. E.Morgan. "Dunsany 1 s birds are purple,"
and since purple birds are not yet the vogue,
his dramas are not popular.
THE PLAYS OF GODS AiJD MEN have an added note of
romantic fervor. John Corbin
Plays of Gods and Men says in the HEW YORK
TIMES: '"There is no resis-
ting the imaginative spell of Lord Dunsany in his
favorite theme - the great gods.
In LAUGHTER AND THE GODS
Laughter and the Gods a group of worldlings,
concerned with trivial,
mundane foibles, are scornful of the old eternal
forces. King Karnos in the Jungle City of Thek
# Morgan, A. E. TENDENCIES OF ENGLISH DRAMA
## Corbin, John Review. If.Y. Times Jan :1 6,191?
-
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laughs at the prophet's warning. Destruction
comes, and the gods laugh.
#
Dunsany wrote
:
"In the greatest dooms that have over-
taken monarchs there is nearly always
something at which one could smile,
were one not awed by the magnitude of
the calamity. . . .And if Destiny may be
said to have a stock joke, a regular
mother-in-law of a joke, is it not the
joke of punishing men by the very
thing that they schemed and contrived
to have 4?
The divine joke is that men made a
false prophecy for their own ends, and
the gods wittily fulfilled it."
It is interesting to note that the playwright's
strength lies not at all in the fine shadings
of characterization. There is no growth or dev-
elopment of character, which must be present
in serious tragedy. There is little human con-
flict with the divine will. No trace of human
passion; there is only relentless Fate.
To say, however, that the plays are therefore
mere technique, that they are only "elaborated,
shallow studies in the psychology of fatalism,
superstition, and credulity," as a reviewer did
in the New .Republic, seems not only unjust, but
shallow criticism, as well. The very remoteness
of the plays constitutes a great part of their
charm.
#Dunsany , Lord . Unpublished Letters. Touchstone
June , 1 91
9
## New Republic A MODERN IRISH DRAMAT 1ST . Mar
.
1
1 9
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Dunsany is not a sociologist , but a poet. With,
beauty he combines a grim, grotesque quality. He
shows in this play "the unswerving stroke of
retribution and adds to the grimness by the grin
on the face of the executioner." He does not
develop Satire by projecting symbolic characters
into a dream world with the vagueness of Yeats.
His satire is more robust and humorous, in spite
of its remoteness.
THE QUEEN'S ENEMIES was not
The queen's Enemies. evolved from Dunsany T s
imagination solely, he tells
###
us. He owes the theme to a lady Who did it in
the sixth dynasty in Sgypt. It really happened.
There is no moral. He does not consider it right
to give a party and drown the guests. She is a
self-centered queen who, like the Kaiser, smites
all who do not please her.
But the Baron was not thinking of the Kaiser
when he wrote THE QUEEU'S ENEMIES . He was in a
wood near his castle the year before the Germans
advanced into Belgium.
Of all his plays THE TENTS OF THE ARABS is the
only one that in any sense develops the theme of
love. It is exquisitely lyric. And since the cri%-
-ics agree that none of Dunsany's work contains
# Margan,A.E. TENDENCIES IN ENGLISH DRAMA
## The Nation. Review. Jan. 2^,' 19
### Dunsany. DUNSANY GIVES INTERPRETATION OF QUEEN'S
ENEMIES . N.Y. Times Feb.4,M7
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intense human emotion, exception must be made
in the caee of THE TESTES OF THE ARABS. Human
emotion in this play glows!
There are two scenes. The first is outside
the gate of Thalanna. A king longs to be a de-
sert Arab, and is a foil to Bel-Karb,the Arab,
who longs to be king. The king takes a leave
of absence for one year. Upon his return he
finds Bel-Narb claiming to be king. He stays
long enough to establish the impostor's claims
to the throne, anafc then returns to the desert
and his gypsy love
.
At the beginning of the second act the King
speaks of his promise to return to his king-
dom. He is sad to leave Eznarza.
King: How I have known the desert and
dwelt in the tents of the Arabs
.
Eznarza: There is no land like the desert
and like the Arabs no people.
King: It is all over and done, I return
to the walls of my fathers.
Eznarza: Time cannot put it av/ay, I go back
to the desert that nursed me.
King: Did you think in those days on the
sands, or among the tents in the
morning, that my year would ever
end, and I be brought av/ay by strength
of my word to the prisoning of my
palace?
The play comes near to being a study of human
relations. Emotion glows, but there is no
burning passion. Love is not the theme. Rather
does the poet say: A dreamer fulfills his
destiny far better than a king.
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Dunsany has written one acknowledged thriller.
THE BAT, DRACUTA - all are
A flight at an Inn. tame when compared with
this half-hour of terror.
It is compelling, relentless. The gods come
and man,who knows he has done wrong, offers no
resistance. It would be futile. Fate is written
in capitals across the pages. Here is a fatalism
that is stark and gripping! It compares with
Wilkie Collins' s MOOUSTOEE, or Doyle's MYSTERY
OF CLOOMBER.
The play is a flav/less Joy. It is perfect as
literature, as drama, as theatre. In plot con-
#
struction, Mr .Bierstadt says it is magnificent.
It gathers force until it gains the full sv/ing
of tremendous action. At the climax it pauses
for an instant, and then plunges with a quick
reversal down to the end.
It is a model of dramaturgy. And Dunsany
wrote it at one sittingl
Four rascally sailors who have stolen the ru-
by eye of an idol take refuge in an inn on a
lonely moor. They are pursued by three priests
whom they promptly kill. Then the green idol
comes. He takes the ruby .He summons each man
to his death. There is no escape.
# Bierstadt, E.H. DUIISAEY THE DRAMATIST
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The play is stirring beyond belief. A hide-
ous impiety is inexorably avenged. Heyv/ood Broun
#
says: "The fate with which Dunsany deals is the
same which Thomas Hardy permitted to maul poor
Tess about. Like Hardy Dunsany conceives of Fate
as a malignant force. Doom falls upon the beg-
gars in THE GODS OF THE MOUNTAIN just at the mo-
ment when their success seems assured. So, too,
are the thieves in A 3JIGHJ AT AH IM seized upon
the crest. Possibly in none of these plays has
he illustrated more forcibly the theory that
there is intent , the plan and the will of man
amounts to nothing."
But Fate in poor Teas' s case, comments the Hew
York Times, was unreasonable , unjust , malignant
.
Wessex is worlds away from the scenes of Dunsany T s
plays. Dunsany 1 s Fate is bizarre, and horrible;
but it is just. "The doom in Hardy is a doom, but
not a G-olden Doom."
IF is a play in four acts and nine scenes. It was
written and produced in 1921, and
If. took London rather by storm. The
critics disagree as to its dramatic
merit, but the run it had in London must have en-
#Broun,Heywood DUESAMY COMES IJJTO EIS OWIT. Hew York
Tribune. Dec.1 7 , * 1
6
## Hew York Times. Quotes Broun. Dec.24, f l6
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couraged the author.
The VanDoren "brothers limit him and his skill
to theatrical devices that move to terror, and
to ironic sontemplation of human fate. They
maintain it is a narrow field he tills, and that
it does not demand the highest dramatic powers.
They merely give him credit for ingenuity . "The
"best Irish drama has never departed from purely
#
Irish themes," they say smugly.
Dunsany does not aim to write Irish drama. He
denies any connection with the Irish National
Theatre. Sheridan, Wilde , and Shaw do not write
Irish drama. Shall their abilities be discred-
ited on that account?
Mr.Micoll rates IF as Dunsany* s greatest tri-
umph so far (1925)* It is a fantasy v/hich com-
bines the realistic and the supernatural. It
is a subtle treatment of Oriental motives and
exquisite fancies, with a symbolism that "finds
little inspiration in Ireland."
Mr .Sailer, on the other hand, says IF is a
failure, a mere errant extravaganza. "If Dunsany
had any coherent conception of his purpose when
he began to write IF, he forgot it in the course
of his madcap tale of what might happen if he
could live over a portion of his life If
this (Beal's waking in the final act) is Dun-
# VanDoren, Carl and Mark.AMERICAN AKD BRITISH LITER-
ATURE SINCE 1 890
.
## Mcoll,Allardyee. BRITISH DRAMA
### Sailer, Oliver . Review of IF. Sat .Rev.Ut .flov.1 9, '27
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sany f s idea of a Joke on his audience, it is a
windy and witless one A full-length play
is too much for Lord Dunsany. He lacks the tena-
cious power to sustain the atmosphere of doom.
He walks out on his audience, as he did in the
flesh in Indianapolis with vacant stare and arms
flapping. What might have been something of a
mystery, became a rather pitiable tragedy of
good intentions."
Other critics call IF a penetrant satire, a
vivid melodrama, good theatre, a drama of baroque
beauty.
Should one apply cold logic to a fantasy? What
if the denouement is a bit obvious? What if the
porters are given considerable prominence in the
first scene. ITo doubt the repetition of the
scene emphasizes their importance. It is true
that Beal's power in Al Shaldomir collapses too
suddenly for plausibility. But the humor , satire
,
wonder, and whimsy overbalance minor flaws. It
is good entertainment, and offers those who wish
to think, an opportunity to do so.
In Barrie's DEAR BRDTDUS the outcome is the re-
verse of that in IF. If a man had his life to
live over, the thread of events would be altered;
Chance influences fate, says dunsany.
c
In four acts the dramatist has much more op-
portunity for characterization. John Beal is
definitely portrayed. He is humble , Inarticulate
,
conventional , respectable , ignorant of the ways
of men and women outside his own household;
a
plodder in business, an underling in London,
who proves to be a born leader in Persia.
In Act II he is sorting out tne idols and
instructing Daoud to destroy certain of them.
Daoud: Ses, great master.
Beal : You are in no v/ise to call me great
master. Have I not said so? I am not
your master. I am helping you people.
I know better than you what you ought
to do, because I am English. But that's
all. I am not your master. See?
Daoud: Yes .great master.
Beal and his brother Archie discuss the customs
of the natives; the irony is delightful :
Archie: ...I want to know what you are dfoing
with all these genuine antiques .( The
idols)
Beal Well,Archie , the fact of it is, they' re
a real odd lot of people here. I've
learnt their language more or less, but
I don't think I quite understand them
yet. A lot of them are Mohammedan; they
worship Mahammed, you know. He's dead.
r>ut a lot of them worship these things.
Archie Why do they offer them rats?
Beal 0,1 don't know. They don't know, either
It's the right thing to do out here,
it's been the right thing for hundreds
of years; nobody exactly knows why.
It's like the bows we have on evening
shoes, or anything else. But It's all
right
c
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Beal: Yes. And meanwhile I feel sort of re-
sponsible for all these silly people.
Somebody's got to look after them.
Someone has said th^t IF is an attempt to cram
six plays into one. Another objects to the tenu-
ous and slight plot. Another says it lacks the
didacticism of the true fairy tale.
But we must leave John Beal - in the drawing-
room where we found him, with the oleographs
and the aspidistra.
A reviewer in the New York Time s makes the in-
#teresting comment: nAs a Shavian, Lord l>unsany is
less prepossessing; he lacks the brittleness of
intellect essential to comic iconoclasm. . . .He is
too much the gentleman to wear the jester's mot-
ley comfortably."
Plays of Near and Fax have been called the
sligftter composition of
a writer of first rank. If allegories are digs
at local and contemporary conditions, while
outwardly appearing to tell of things on some
higher plane, tnen his plays are not allegories,
says Dunsany. But they are the working out of
universal themes, and so offer indirectly a
criticism of modern life.
THE COMPROMISE OF THE KING OF THE GOLDEN ISLES
and THE FLIGHT OF THE Q,UEEiM are travesties on
# New York Times Review of IF. Oct. 26, 192
7
((
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royalty, if one may submit them to such close
analysis as will reveal tn« deep symbolism.
CHEEZO suggests a morality play. It satirizes
the ideals of modern life, especially patent
foods and splurge. A GOOD BARGAIN is the story
of a monk, who was tempted to exchange his halo
for youth and love. The other two plays in this
volume show the attitude of the world toward
genius and art.
Some of Lunsany's plays are almost pure the-
atre. Perhaps no other present-day dramatist
except Eugene O'Neill so skillfully uses the
various devices of the theatre , namely : light,
color , sound,music
,
poetry - things not drama-
tic in themselves, but when wisely used, very
effective theatre.
She Flight of the ^ueen is an example. It is
the story of the queen bee. Listen to the buzz
of it: The queen, Zoomzoomarma , in the palace of
Zoorm plans a flight up Aether fountain. Her
lady in waiting is Lady Oozizi. The prince of
Zoon is the favored suitor. He is permitted to
die for her.
If Shakespeare Lived Today assumes that ke
would be turned down by the more exclusive clubs
as an impossible member. This play would be over
the heads of most theatre-goers. For a selective
and sympathetic audience it is delicious. Some-
cCc
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one has proposed the name of Mr .William Shake-
speare at the Olympus Club. In quiet groups of
twos and threes they discuss the candidate.
Sir Webley: ....Where does this Mr. Shaker live?
Ifeeks: Shakespeare. Somewhere down in War-
wickshire. A village called Bradford,
I think
Sir Webley. he poaches .That f s all he is,
a
poacher. A member of the Olympus! He 1 11
be dropping in here one fine day with
other people's rabbits in his pockets.
.Weeks: he writes poetry.
Trundleben says he seems to write plays. One is
called HAMLET. He gathered the scene was laid in Den-
mark.
Neeks : Another of those neutrals'.
Sir W.: Well, I wouldn't so much mind where the
scene of the play was put, if only it
was a play one ever had heardi, of.
Trundleben • he's got a ghost in the play I
I met Mr.Vass the other day - it was the
4C0th presentation of THE MIGHTY - and I
told him about it. He said that bringing
a ghost on the stage was, of course, -
er - ludicrous.
Sir W. What else does he say he's done?
Trun. Macbeth
Sir W. Ilacbeth . That's Irish.
Itfeeks Ah, yes. Abbey Theatre style of thing.
Trun. I think I heard he offered it them.-tfut Ox
course -
bir W. No, quite so.
Trun. another funny title, The Tempes t
And the stage directions are: 'The sea, with
a ship' about a magi&ian, and he -
he makes a storm.
Keeks He'd have to be a magician to do that I
They all laugh at this idea. Then his poems are men-
tioned with the exception of one which they agree is too
regrettable to name. There have been no poets since po^r
Browning's time. It is absurd for Shakespeare to call
himself a poet.
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Sir W. And all these plays. What dies he
mean by calling them plays? They've
never been acted.
Trim. ..ell, I believe they were acted in
America, though not of course in
London.
Sir V/. In America? What's that got to do
with it? America? Why, that*s the
other side of the Atlantic
America! I daresay they did. I dare-
say they did act them. But that doesn't
make him a suitable member of the Olym-
pus, luite the contrary
I daresay Macbeth would be the sort
of thing that would appeal to Irish
Americans. JUST the sort of thing.
Trun. I haven't gone through his whole list
Sir Webley; I often feel about these
modern writers that perhaps the less
one looks the less one will find that
might be
Sir W. Yes, quite so
The play might have been named IF SHAKESPEARE WERE
I, or in the more modern vernacular: IF HE WAS MB.
In FAME AMD THE POET there is more autobiographical
matter. A military friend calls on the poet. He finds
the poet has been working too hard and needs a rest.
He tries to persuade him to chuck everything and at-
tend a musical show. After the visitor is gone, the
poet sits down and finishes a wonderful sonnet.
Enter Fame, beautiful to look upon, but so vulgar
and common that the poet wishes he had never seen
her. She speaks with a Cockney accent, and going to
the window, she leans out and yells to the public out-
side, that he eats eggs and bacon for breakfast , that
c
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he writes with a quill, that his favorite color is
green.
Since Dunsany does write with a quill, we wonder
if he really eats a hearty American breakfast, and if
if he likes green. However, we know his name is
not De Reves Wait a moment 1. De Reves might be
translated Dreamer. Perhaps the bacon and eggs are
authentic!
Alexander and Three Small Plays A certain review-
= ji
rr
er said he was
in doubt as to whether Dunsany should have avoided
the theme , ALEXANDER, altogether , or taken two or three
years to write it. Surely there could have been no
such alternative as the latter. It would have been
necessary to omit the effort, or to write it in
Dunsany' s ovm way. Two or three days
,
perhaps , but
a year? lueverl
Dunsany violates two laws of drama, says the same
critic. 1 .He makes an unimportant character seem im-
portant at the start, which fact blurs the effect.
2. He introduces the supernatural when the natural
is expected. The whole play, he goes on, is feebly
imagined and executed. As to the other playlets in
the book, they are negligible. But he gives the
author credit for romantic striving! That's some-
thing.
#Hutchison, Percy. Review. N.Y. Times June 20,1926
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Not content to be a conqueror, Alexander claims
he is the son of Zeus. His friend, Clitus
,
laughs
at the notion, and is slain by Alexander. The scene
in which the king weeps for Clitus is emotionally
powerful. The queen of the Amazons ,Rhododactilos
,
persuades Alexander to conquer the world, and then
return to her.
In the second scene of the third act the three
Fates spin the web of Destiny for Alexander. It
recalls the witches in Macbeth .
At the acme of his power Alexander defies the
gods and falls. The Amazon queen claims his body
as the most desirable thing in the world. The
supernatural is dropped rather unceremoniously
in this final act. The play has color; it is very
near to blank verse.
In 1919 Dunsany placed ALEXANDER first in the list
#
of his preferences. THE LAUGHTER OF THE GODS and THE
GODS OF THE MOUNTAIN follow it. "When I read it, I
love it," he says of Alexander ...."I used to hope
that this play would make me famous, or rather that
I should see fame because of it, but now - who knows
what I shall see? And Milton 1 s line is ringing in my
mind:
rTFame is no plant that grows on mortal soil?
#Bierstadt,E.H. DUNSANY THE DRAMATIST .Preface in
Revised edition.
(
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The Old King's Tale is a one-act, as are the
other two plays in the hook.
It has scant plot. King Hodiathon tells of his
mistakes and losses. Only youth can fight against
the gods, he says.
The Evil Kettle is based upon fact .Mrs .Watts
,
her son, James, and the steam-
ing kettle are authentic . The devil puts a suggestion
into Jimmy's head and the discovery of the action of
steam is tne result. Factories , cities .machines - the
poet points his finger at them, as he often does. It
is a whimsical sketch, but not convincing.
The Amusements of Khan Kharuda contrasts the hypoc-
risies of the Orient with those of the Occident. The
scene is a drinking party; three girls, two men, and
the Khan are present. During the evening the Khan
turns- magician and changes the rest into animals to
prove his power, like Circe. Become human again, they
continue to drink, saying they will stop with the
next glass.
Ifone of these short plays are striking or impressive
;
Seven Modern Comedies are one-act plays .published
in 1929* All are pleasant
reading, but no one or them compares with the plays
in the first two volumes. Dunsany seems no longer
c
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satisfied with a mere dramatic moment as the
motive for a play.
Atalanta in Wimbledon tells the story of the
Greek myth in terms of
the modern girl, - sports , motor-cars , cigarettes
,
modern advertising, championship contests in-
cluded. There is an amusing pixture of old and
new ideas:
The English servant is always devoted.
Poetry is a feminine diversion.
Girls must be married before they are twenty-
six.
Front page advertising pays.
Amateur sportsman must not accept pay.
Laws are made by aristocrats.
Love is always love ,wherever and whenever.
The Raffle
- ^his little satire deals with an
unusual traffic in souls at a church bazaar and
garden party. Money makes a knave of the very
bishop. The play has been called a "modern vari-
#
ant of FAUST."
The Journey of the Soul is a satire on play pro-
duction. The stage hands talk of the Soul as if
they spelled it with an £. instead of a ;g. ^he
actors have no sympathy for a deep play; they do
not bother with the author's meaning; they do not
bother with the exact words. In fact, they advise
the playwright to retire. In the end they do not
rehearse at all. The manager cannot understand an
author who does not want a laugh. The cast agrees
# Hew York Times. Review. July 28,1929
cc
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that it will not go. It has no snap. It needs
a bed-room scene, the stage-hands say.
In Holy Russia presents the turmoil in Russia
in 1912, and the first vision
of freedom. Alcohol is introduced as a gay har-
lequin that reduces the people to starvation
until he makes an exit.
His Sainted Grandmother has a "bed-room setting.
The room used to belong
to her father's grandmother, and the very associa-
tion is presumed to have a restraining influence
upon the girl. The little old lady's ghost appears
and advises the girl to take all the pleasure that
comes, but to wait for the man she wants. "And tell
him, if he isn f t good to you, I'll haunt him. n The
ghost titters , folds pious hands, looks demure as
she does in the portrait on the wall, and vanishes.
There is more humorous fun in the sixth play of
the collection.
The Hopeless Passion of Mr.Bunyon ,who is assist-
ant to Mr .Muffen in the art shop, falls in love
v/ith the wax model in the show window. He is dis-
missed for spending his time looking at her too
much. Before leaving he takes one parting look,
and presto I the model moves and speaks - in a
Cockney accent. The model is dismissed because
she moved. The two depart together.
e*r
*
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The Jest of Hahalaba is more characteristical-
ly Dunsanic. There is the
magic element; there is satire; there Is the super-
natural; there is the"laughter of the gods."
Sir Arthur Strangways of London deals with an
alchemist in order to look into the future of the
stock-market, and thus "be enabled to invest in
rising values. The Spirit of Laughter , Hahalaba
,
is conjured up. He will grant one wish. Strangways
asks for the next year's file of the London Times .
He secures his tips and is closing the file
when he notices the headlines in the very next
day's issue. They announce the death of Sir Ar-
thnn Strangways. He sinks into a chair. His
man finds him there and calls up the London Times
to report his death.
We are reminded of a Bible story about a man
who laid up treasures upon earth, and suddenly
his soul was required of him.
There is variety in these seven comedies. It
is not quite clear why the last one is a comedy
at all. A jest of a god involves a tragic end-
for a man. His presumption spells hubri s and
death.
These plays are much used in Little Theatres.
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Several plays have not as yet been published
in book form.
The Murderers was produced by Stuatt Walker and
by the Yale University Dramatic Association in
1919' It has a gruesome plot which unfolds in
#
a London pub. A Ifew York Times Review called it
the least original , the least effective of Dun-
sany's plays.
Mr. Faithful is described as a casual and formless
play by Mr. Ivor Brown. It has three acts and nine
scenes. It carries rather a good whimsical idea
but the joke is not elastic enough for more than
one act.
The Ginger Cat, The Prince of Stamboul, Lord Adrian,
and The Old Folk of the Centuries have thus far
escaped the research of this thesis.
Like Synge and Yeats, Dunsany excels in the one-
act form of drama. He effects a strange blending
of Oriental, Occidental , and ethereal imaginings.
# Uew York Times. Review of THE MURDERERS . Mar. 2.5,
## Brown, Ivor. Review of MR. FAITHFUL. Saturday Review
Sept. 3, 1927

)PART II
MYTHOLOGY IK DRAMA
)
c
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PART II
CHAPTER OUE
Celtic Characteristics
The Aryan civilization derived its myths from
nature. Having a common origin in the Aryan as
they have, the Celtic and the Teutonic mytholo-
gies are in many respects similar to each other
and almost identical. It is, therefore, difficult
to differentiate between them, especially since
the Teuton seems later to have adopted some of
the fantasy and poetry, usually ascribed to the
Celt. Hard and fast lines of demarcation may not
be drawn. One may not say that all mysticism is
Celtic, nor that all grim realism in myths is
Teutonic
.
Llatthew Arnold makes a mistake in attributing
everything magical or melancholy in English lit-
#
erature to the Celtic influence. Even in Shake-
speare's plays he maintains that the passages
that deal with tne magical or the strangely sad
are clearly the result of Celtic influence . The
witches in MACBETH are Celtic in origin; Jacques
is a Celtic creation; the magic spell in THE
TEMPEST is O'eltio ; wuen Anxonio says:
"In sooth I know not why I am so sad
7
Shakespeare is striking the Celtic chord in his
# Arnold,Matthew ESSAYS
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imagination, Arnold implies.
i3uo Shadespeare has not by this means been
proved, a Celt. By the same method Goetne and.
Heine might be proved to be Celtic.
The following characteristics are commonly
attributed to Celtic genius:
1. lie is more airy, insubstantial; he does
not always keep his feet on the ground.
2. He is sentimental; he lets his feelings
brim over. When he writes plays they are
apt to be melodramas. He strains after e-
motion, and so gets nowhere.
3. He is extravagant! he lacks balance and
patience
.
4. He is devoted to music and poetry.
j?. He believes in transmigration of souls.
He is mystic, pantheistic. He believes in
the stars.
6. He enjoys illusion, fantasy .He revolts
against the despotism of facts.
7. He feels the everpresence of wonder.
8. He is quick to perceive; he is credulous,
inquisitive
.
9« He believes in fairies, sprites , legendary
saints and heroes. He has no definite .per-
sonal gods, but worships vague beings that
assume different forms.
10. He is quick to fight - and lose.
11. He is superstitious; intensely religious,
craving the infinite
.
12. He is almost morbid about death.
c
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t3» His humor is merry or pathetic , sad .Lady
Gregory is "the pure essence of good-humor-
ed laughter" while Synge is often sardonic.
Every northern European is either a Celt or a
Teuton, unless he is both. Shane Leslie says
HAMLET was a Teuton, cursed with a Celtic dis-
#
position. Mr.Arnold says: "The Celtic genius is
based on sentiment; its excellence consists in
beauty, and charm, and spirituality; and its lim-
itations in self-will and ineffectualness."
Mr.Yeats is a C$lt with a Celtic disposition.
An old friend writes of him:
" While his pathway of dreams leads away
from the harshness of the actual, it yet does
not lead to the real; nor, leaving the strand
of this waking world, does he carry his bark
to the shore of the immortal world, but rather
wanders over the waves of that river of dreams
which keeps the two worlds apart." ###
The fairies , Yeats tells us , are still extant
in Ireland, giving gifts to the kindly and plagU'
ing the surly. The peasants believe in them and
in ghosts and in mermaids in spite of the Spirit
####
of the Age.
The Celt does not change much. He is inclined
# Leslie, Shane THE CELT AjtfD THE WORLD.
## Arnold .Matthew ESSAYS.
£## Chandler, F.W. ASPECTS OF MODERN DRAMA.
#### Yeats,W.B. IRISH FAIRY AUD FOLK TALES.
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to be paganish. After all, nobody likes to sit
down at a table of thirteen, nor to break a mir-
ror, nor to walk under a ladder. "Everyone is a
visionary if you scratch him deep enough," says
Mr .Yeats . "The Celt is visionary without scratch-
ing."
In Ireland the legends are handed down with a
surprising accuracy. Awe is felt for the fairies,
and none wish to displease them. One speaks of
them in hushed tones. Some people do not dare to
speak of them at all, for fear of offending them
and inviting the results of their displeasure .The
belief in their magic power to punish the offend-
er is sincere.
Irish poetry is closely associated with magic.
The folk tales are full of symbols and charms.
There are sceptics , too, among the peasants, but
the fervor of the believing is increased by the
disbelief of the others.
To say definitely just what the fairies are, is
impossible. Sometimes they seem to be fallen an-
gels, sometimes gods of earth, the nature-
gods of ancient Ireland.
The Fairies are not always small; often they
are tiny enough to hide behind a man*s ear, but
usually they appear in human form and size, "de-
ceiving the very elect." Sometimes the mermaids
c
come up out of the sea and wander about as cows.
SheehoCTie or shee is the Irish for fairy
»
I>eenee
be
shee are the fairy people. They are apt to A capri-
cious and temperamental. They feast and fight, love
and dance, and play flutes and fairy horns.
Only one is industrious - the Lepracaun or shoe-
maker. Far Darrig, the Red Man, plays practical
Jokes; Fear-G-orta is the Man of Hunger, the beggar
that brings good luck to him who feeds him; the
Dallahan is the headless phantom; Leanhaun Shee is
the fairy mistress who seeks the love of mortals;
she is the Gaelic Muse who inspires those whom she
persecutes
.
Then there are the pooka, the banshee, Aughiska
the Water-Horse . The pooka is an animal spirit of
vague form and dimensions; the banshee wails before
someone dies.
The ghosts ,Thevshi ( Tash in Irish) dance with the
fairies on November Efoe. There are three fairy fes-
tivals: May 3ve, Midsummer Eve, and November Eve,
which we call Hallowe f en. The last finds the fairies
at their gloomiest. It is the first night of winter
in Gaelic reckoning.
Sometimes these capricious spirits exchange chil-
dren for phantoms. The phantom-children are called
"changelings'.1 The threat - "I'll haunt you! ^ is
a common one in Ireland.
<
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TirnanOge is the land of the fairies. The na-
ture spirits are the gnomes, sylphs, salamanders,
undines - the fairies of earth, air , fire , and water.
Out in the void there is a constant dribble of
souls that pass into many forms before they become
men. They are invisible except at rare intervals,
when they emerge as men, or animals, or birds. Some
live perpetually in space and the motion of plan-
ets causes them to float hither and yon in various
currents. These beliefs lead into astrology , and
the fear of the stars.
Celtic myths deal with three groups: 1 .Fairies
2. Heroes and saints 3. Peasnnts. It is this
material that Mr.Yeats wished to present at the
old Abbey Theatre, and later in the Irish Nation-
al Theatre. He himself uses this in his plays ;he
influenced I&r. Synge to use it.
In his treatment Yeats is more vague and remote,
Synge is more human; Yeats favors the fairy atmos-
phere, the dream world, in his plays, while Synge
presents peasant life, grim and drab and full of
human passion and pathos.
The characters in Synge* s dramas talk with the
simple
,
quaint , and vital diction, the tang and Gaelic
flavor of the country people. Like Padraic Colum's
work, which emulates Synge's, his lines are "full
e
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of echoes, now wistful, faint, now clear and
ringing, the Ireland of romance where "birds and
beasts talk, peasants are poets, and fairies and
saints wander about in the mists of the Aran Is-
lands." #
But Yeats paints a world with blurred outlines \
more vague, more remote from any actual locality,
and the Celtic qualities of ease and limpid, lan-
guorous beauty prevail. Yeats sees the fairies
##
and their influence everywhere, like Francis
Ledwidge in his poem, THE SHADOW PEOPLE, he hears
and sees what TTold lame Bridget "does not perceive:
"Old lame Bridget doesn T t hear
Faery music in the grass
When the gloaming's on the mere
And the shadow people pass;
Kever hears their slow grey feet
Coming from the village street
Just beyond the parson's wall,
V.'here the clover globes are sweet
And the mushroom's parasol
Opens in the moonlit rain.
Every night I hear them call
From their long and merry train.
Old lame Bridget says to me
,
'It is Just your fancy, child.
'
She cannot believe I see
Laughing faces in the wild,
Hands that twinkle in the sedge
Bowing at the water's edge
Where the finny minnows quiver,
Shaping on a blue wave's ledge
Bubble foam to sail the river.
And the sunny hands to me
Beckon ever, beckon ever,
Oh'. I would be wild and free
And with the shadow people be."
# New Republic. May, 1 923
## Ledwidge, Franc is COMPLETE POEMS
I
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CHAPTER TWO
The Mythology of Yeats
One may say of Yeats that no dramatic poet
has ever brought to such a pitch the art of
spiritual suggestion. Ifesen is full of sym-
bolism, too, but it is a very different sort.
Yeats ''has put a spell upon our eyes till we
see in his characters our passing selves and
in ourselves the powers that endure." He makes
men's souls the glasses through which we see
what words cannot tell.
For the purpose of this research three one-
act plays of Mr.Yeats have been studied and
the mythical elements noted.
The theme of THE
The Land of Hearts Desire LAND OF HEART'S
DESIRE is a ^ueat
for the ideal. It is a romance in a common-
place environment, a story of a woman's
longing for freedom and beauty and enduring
youth. The round of daily tasks is not the
real world to her. The little drama is rich
in symbolism. It is written in musical blank
verse. nThe phrases of Yeats,'' say the VanDorens
,
flow in delicate curves suggesting draperies
upon slender bodies of fairy queens."
The scene is laid in the Barony of Kilmacowen,
##VanDoren,Carl and Mark. AMERICAN AKD BRITISH
LITERATURE SINCE 1 8?0 .
# London Time s MR.YEATS' S PLAYS. Dec. 28,' 11
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in the county of Sligo. The time Is remote.
?TIt is night buc the moon or a late
sunset glimmers through the trees and
carries the eye far off Into a vague
mysterious world.'' #
The dramatic conflict arises wl oh the routine
of dull household affairs and the accepted or-
thodox religion on the one hand, ana the peer
of the fairies on the other.
Mary Bruin, a young bride, is reading
nHow a Princess Edane
A daughter of a king 01 Ireland heard
A voice singlns on a May Eve like this
And followed, half-awake , and half-asleep
Until she came Into the Land of Faery
Where nobody geos old, ana godly, and grave'.'..
C eltie superstitions abound in the play: the
fairies steal new-married brides on May Eve; trie
branch of quicken wood hung on the door-post
brings good luck; fairy folk cannot endure the
sight or the Cross; the Cross has power to drive
evil spirits away; talking about fairies may
bring evil to the home ; woe to the house tnat
gives fooa or drink to fairies on May Eve. No
night is so wicked as May Eve. No harm can
come so long as the priest Is in the house.
The supernatural element appears in the form
of the fairy child who comes from the wood, dressed
in green, with face pale as water before dawn; in
the form of a queer little old ?/oman,also garbed
In green; the queer little old man wno made Mary
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a sign.Mary sees the strange light in the wood;
she hears
:
"Invisible pipes giving her feet i-he tune
.
n
Snawn wishes to turn the child out of the nousc
,
but; a magic spell stops him "like a wall of
glass.™ The priest tries but cannot break the
spell. The Child embraces Mary sma. urges her to
come. Mary consents and the Child says:
"But clinging mortal hope must fall from you,
For we who ride the winds, run on the waves,
And dance upon the mountains , are more light
Than dew-drops of the banner of the dawn."
The airy, insubstantial element is here evident.
The child sprite is the symbol of the aon-moral
energies of woods , streams , and the wild creatures.
In another speech the Child says:
"You love that young man there
,
Yet could I make you ride upon the winds,
Run on the top of the dishevelled tide,
And dance upon the mountains like a flame."
The very beautiful dialogue between Shawn and his
young wife, expressive of their love, is mystical,
and brimming with exquisite emotion.
""mould that the world were mine to give it you,
And not its quiet hearths alone, but even
All that bewilderment of light and freedom
If you would have it."
The appeal of music and song is in nearly every
line
:
"The wind blows out of the gates of day,
The v/ind blows over the lonely of heart
,
And the lonely of heart is withered away
While the fairies dance in a place apart,
Shaking their milk-white feet in a ring,
(
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Shaking their milk-white arms in the air;
For they hear the wind laugh, and murmur, and
sing
Of a land where even the old are fair,
And even the wise are merry of tongue;
But I heard a reed of Colaney say,
•When the wind has laughed and murmured and
sung,
The lonely of heart is withered away."
The mood of the Child is wild , irresponsible ,wanton,
primitive and pagan. The utterance of pagan and
Christian ideas is illustrated in these lines:
Child: "You shall go with me , newly-married bride,
And gaze upon a merrier multitude.
White-armed Kuala, Aengus of the birds,
Feacra of the hurtling foam, and him
Who is the ruler of the western host
Finvarra and their land of Heart *s Desire..
Priest: Thuse do the spirits of evil snatch their
prey
Almost out of the very hand of God..."
In the closing picture Mary Bruin dies. Mystery,
wonder , awe , and fear are the atmosphere of the end
of the play, as the fairy song is heard outside and
"The lonely of heart is withered away."
Cathleen ni Houlihan The dramatic quality is
strong in this beautiful
piece of symbolism. It is allegory at its best. It
explains itself. The mystical is introduced in the
person of the old woman,who is realljr the Shan van
Vocht of song, the poetic embodimwnt of the spirit
of Ireland. She looks like a young and handsome
girl to the young men; ''and she had the walk of a
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liueen." Symbolizing war and adventure in the cloak
of patriotism, she has the power to cause even the
lover to forget his promised bride.
The supernatural character of the old woman be-
witches Michael. The emotions are gripped by her
appeal. "If anyone would give me help, he must give
me himself, he must give me all.'7
—iohael says simply, ,r I will go with you." and
she warns him: "It is a hard service they take
that help me. Many that are red-cheeked now will
be pale-cheeked; many that have been free to walk
the hills and the bogs and the rushes,-: ill be sent
to walk hard streets in far countries .many a
good plan will be broken; many a child will be
born and there will be no father at its christening
to give it a name...."
This is not cold .relentless fate indifferently
pressing the button for the destruction of a city,
and laughing in mocking echoes thereafter. It is
an hypnotic spell cast over the man by the magical
powers of propaganda, numbing his natural desires
for love and peace. Or, in the language of ro-
manticism
,
it is the inward urge that forces a
man to fight for his ideals.
The Hour Glass TEE HOUR-GLASS is a moral-
ity play. It is based upon
a legend of ancient Ireland, in which a wise man
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is saved through simple faith. The theme is
scepticism and atheism versus mysticism. "The
wisdom of men is foolishness with G-od .
"
The 'wise Man has taught everyone to trust
only the material evidence. No souls have en-
tered Heaven for a long, long time, as a conse-
quence. An angel warns him that he will die
within the hour, and tells him hell is the
place for those who deny. If, however, the
wise Man can find one soul who believes, he
may go to purgatory , instead.
Finding only sceptics about him, he finally
calls in the fool,Teigue, whose credulity and
simple-mindedness have enabled him to see an-
gels. "They are always there if one looks about
one," he tells the Wise Man. "They are like the
blades of grass."
' TWhen do you see them?"
"When one gets quiet; then something
wakes up inside one, something happy
and quiet like the stars.... I saw one
coming behind me just now. It was not
laughing, but its clothes were the
color of burning sods and there was
something shining about its head....
iiot even the owls and the h
hares that milk the cows have Teigue T s
wisdom. ..."
When the sands have passed through the hour-
glass, the Wise Man dies, saying:
.. .."I am going from the country
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of the seven wandering stars, and I
am going to the country of the fixed
stars One sinks in on God; we do
not see the truth; God sees the truth
in us
Fool: Do not stir! He asked for a sign....
Look what has come from his mouth...
a
little winged shining thing. ..(An
angel appears ) The angel has taken it
she will open her hands in
the garden of Paradise. (They kneel) TT
JL
w
In the words of Matthew Arnold; ,TThe moment
one goes below the surface - almost before one
goes below the surface, all is illusion and
phantasy, double meaning, and far-reaching,
mythological import in the world which all
these personages (Celts) inhabit.' 1
# Arnold,Matthew. THE CELTIC LITERATURE
.
4
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CHAPTER THREE
Celtic Influence in Dunsany's Work
To summarize the Celtic qualities in the dram-
atic work of Yeats, they are essentially these:
1 . Musical values in diction. Dreamy cadence
in words
.
2. Simplicity on a poetic level. Synge's plays
are written in the unaffected speech of the
peasant
.
3. Remoteness from the noisy highways. An escape
from reality, a craving for the unknown.
4. Love of illusion, fantasy ; the insubstantial
amid every day surroundings
.
A sense of unearthly , mysterious beauty; mys -
ticism
6. A feeling for spiritual meanings in everything;
a symbolism sometimes rich and deep.
7- Belief in magic : charms, spells , signs , super-
stitions, legends, folk-lore.
8. Belief in the presence of fairie s and in their
power to influence human affairs.
The wistful and emotional element, that trans-
cends the intellectual.
10. The credulous yoa&gr .
*
that sees angels in
blades of grass; love of nature.
In the three plays cited there is a tragic and seri-
ous mood; it allows of no merry humor, only a bit of
rare whimsy; Celtic humor, as such, is usually extrav-
agantly merry or deeply pathetic.
If dreamy cadences and the sheer music of words are
characteristic of Irish Literature, Dunsany is true
i
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to the tradition. In tftis respect his kinship
with Yeats , A. E.
,
Synge ,Ledwidge is indisputable.
His keen appreciation of elusive beauty, and his Mus i
c
delicate rhythmic execution prove he is no alien
in the renascence of literary values.
His prose follows the form of prose, but the
substance of poetry. Y»hole pages scan as very
#
rhythmical, although irregular, hexameter.
Prose, they tell us, may be musical, but it
must not sing. Dunsany f s prose does sing, but
hardly to excess. Always it seems consistent
expression.
There are no Irish peasants - no Irish char-
acters at all - in Dunsany* s plays and tales. JJo peasant*
Geographically he leaves Ireland behind. He
dashes away on his good steed Pegasus in an
attendant whirl of clouds and star-dust.
In such sentences as "Last night I saw a
star Jo flaming earthward, n the superb simplic-
ity is traceable to Anglo-Saxon rather than to
Celtic influence. Oecas ionally, however , there
i& a hint in Dunsany 1 s books that he is Irish.
One runs across lines like these that have a
###
striking Irish lilt and cadence:
Eznarza: "I will raise up my head of a night-
time against the sky, and the old, old
unbought stars shall twinkle through
my hair, and we shall not envy any of
the diademed queens of the world."
# Cf. Thesis p. 74
## Dunsany. THE GOLDEN DOOM.
### Dunsany. THE. TENTS OF THE ARABS
.
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In ENGLAND, a charming sketch in TALES OF
WAR, a conversation takes place between two
English soldiers. It would not be at all dif-
ficult to imagine the Sergeant and the Private
as natives of the county of Meath, as they
talked of the mellow beauty of the nights at
home, and the eery sounds, and the strange
loneliness of the little gardens in the
moonlight.
Sometimes Dunsany uses the tricks of style
which suggest the Cockney dialect, but there
is no attempt to reproduce the Irish accent.
There are none of the tricks which Synge so
commonly uses, such as: A frequent and inten-
sive insertion of "itself n , "himself"'/herself "
as in: "It is yourself is wedding her;' 1 the
idiomatic use of ,T it" in phrases like: "Is
it hungry she is?" Mor is there recurrence of
"do be" for "am" and "are"; nor the insertion
of "at all" and "maybe"; no^ the nominative
absolute use of the participial phrase, as in:
"What way will I live and the girls with
me, and I an old v/oman looking for the
grave?" ##
Ueither does Dunsany insert a "to be" with the
participle , as Lady Gregory often does. But the
drifting music, and occasionally a hint of the
# Cf. Thesis pp.30 and 31
.
## Synge, John RIDERS TO THE SEA
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Irish speech melody is there.
The Sergeant in ENGLAND speaks:
"I saw a fox once so close I could
nearly touch him, walking like he was on
velvet and the night full
of noises, not many of them, but what
there is, strange, and coming from a
great way off, through the quiet, with
nothing to stop them." #
All poetry is, in a degree, the language of
escape from reality. So is drama. But Dunsany
creates a world of remoteness which is very Remoteneao
far from the Celtic world of legend and folk-
lore. There are no mystical stories of Irish
saints and heroes in his writings. There are
no allegories, as such. His love of illusion
and fantasy is not Yeatsian. Ho personal sen-
timent, no torturing human emotion summons
the fairies of good or ill. There is no senti-
mental love of nature, hut rather an artist 1 s
love of "beauty in all its forms, real or imag-
ined.
In his attitude toward nature Dunsany expresses
and inspires an awe of her forces, a delight in Uature
her vastness, and a feeling of stoical futility
in regard to an inevitable doom through the a-
gencies of Time and Change. Clearly this is no.
Celtic influence.
As for humor, there is none of the Celtic ftre
or melancholy. Both suggest kuman weakness in a
# Dunsany. TALES OF WAR
z
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personal rather than a cosmic sense. Occasionally
there is evidence of human yearnings , but always
with courage, as in the passage quoted on pages
30 and 31 • Dtmsany's humor is ironical, often
cynical.
He disclaims any knowledge of Celtic mythology.
of
Being the son of an Irish father ana 'an Irish
ancestry has given him certain qualities, however,
that we recognize as Celtic. Most striking of all
these is his unoounded consciousness of wonder.
Who knows but Heaven lies quite near to earth, or
with us, or within us , - in our souls? Is eterni-
ty now? Is infinity this side of the Sim, as well
as beyond it? Are not elemental Yeats and modern
Shaw trying to tell us something like this, too?
# Thesis p.163
•
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CHAPTER FOUR
Teutonic Characteristics
As "barbarians the Celt and the Teuton are
kindred. They are both innately religious.
Aryan mysticism is back of all their religion.
They have always been hedged about by ances-
tral fears and hopes. Some things are holy,
some are forbidden; some acts are conducive
to good luck and others to bad. Both Celt
and Teuton have worshipped nature but in dif-
ferent ways.
To the mystical Celt the streams and lakes
and mountains, even the trees and the daintiest
flower-petals might conceal deities, deities
that could change their form and location at
will. These uncertain beings must be concili-
ated. They must be dealt with in a kind and
adoring manner in order to gain ana to retain
their good-will and favor.
The Teuton, living in the austere northern
countries of Iceland and Scandinavia, regarded
nature as stern and forbidding. His attitude
toward nature was one of awe and reverential
v/onder that was close to fear. He saw the uni-
verse as the awe-inspiring immensity of illim-
itable space, the gods as cold, relentless
,
^ust
I
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and remote.
Like the Greek gods, mighty Wotan and the
thunderer Thor were magnified human beings;
their anthropomorphism made them definitely
comprehensible to the barbarian Norseman.
Asgard is the name of the abode of these
powerful gods. It was a city of gold and
silver palaces, of which the most splendid
was Valhalla, the residence of Odin (Wotan).
Odin used to keep close check on the actions
of men, for every day his two ravens flew
down to see what offences were committed, on
earth, and upon their return they perched
upon the back of his throne and croaked a
complete report to Wodin.
Thor is the god of thunder and of law. In
THE TALES OF THE WAYSIDE IHU Longfellow
says of him:
"Here amid icebergs
Rule I the nations;
This is my hammer,
Mioelmer the mighty;
Giants and sorcerers
Cannot withstand it."
He rides through the sky in his chariot, his
battle-axe held high in his powerful right
hand, ready to strike down those who would
oppose him.
Loki Is the contriver of all the mischief and
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fraud. Then there are the frost giants, the
wolf Fenris, Midgard the serpent that encircles
the earth, Hela,the monster, called death.
Frey and Freya, god and goddess of spring, sun-
shine, and fruits, are kindly to mortals. Freya
id the deity who smiles upon lovers. Bragi is
the god of poetry. He records the deeds of "brave
v/arriors
.
The Celts have no such theogony. Their gods
are not definite and permanent personalities
such as these. They are vague, mysterious and
nameless "beings that float from one form to
another, and are clad in the panoplies of dream.
They mingle with the peasant-folk in their daily
commonplace tasks.
Odin may disguise himself upon occasion ana
pay an incognito visit to mortals, but he never
participates in the joys and sorrows of the
people. He remains the judge of people, and
when it is time for dinner he is always back
in Valhalla. He never dines in a peasant's hut.
The Teutonic gods must have their customary
bill of fare, mead (which is milk from a very
special goat) and boar's meat. Fighting bouts
are their pastimes. Feasting and fighting was
the routine life of the Teutonic deities.
Valhalla and the Horse myths have their ori-
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gin in the idea of the Greek Olympus. Zeus
and his court used to dine upon nectar and
ambrosia - a lighter diet for the warmer cli-
mate - and engaged in the more leisurely pur-
suits of music and love-making. But the latter
occupation led to enough wars to make life
interesting.
The skalds were the Norse troubadors who
preserved the early lore and sang of the ex-
ploits of heroes. Their compositions were
sagas and eddas. The runes were charaaters
in the shape of little sticks which were used
in telling fortunes, or as charms to protect
from misfortune. In Denmark, Sweden, ana Norway
great stones have been found bearing Runic
inscriptions. Stonehenge in England is sup-
posed to be the ancient temple of Celtic Druids,
rather than of Worse Vikings.
Norse myths include stories of elves , dwarfs
,
giants , heroes ,demi-gods and gods. The scenes
they portray are, not delicate traceries of
exquisite imagery, but the sweep ana tnc fury
of war, storm, revenge I Even the women in the
Nibelungen Lied are splendid and majestic fig-
ures .
Odin is the goa of victory. The spirit of the
Teuton is a dominating one. Ke lives for energy,
I
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rather than for pleasure and ease. The Celts
collapsed before the Roman advance, the Teu-
tons did not.
As contrasted with the Celtic mind, the Teu-
tonic is:
1 . Practical, not subtle. He keeps his feet
on the ground.
2. Thrifty ana conservative; economical.
3. Serious -minded ; rarely humorous, and then
grimly so.
4. Balanced in judgment , sane, patient ,not
easily swept by emotion, steady.
3. Ready to fight to the finish.
6. Matter-of-fact ; seeks the absolute ; loves
facts
.
7. A believer in justice ,grim or glad, but
preferably the former. Life is not ruled
by chance.
8 . Simple , straightforward , unadorned , clear,
and direct in speech, as well as in act.
•
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CHAPTEK FIVE
The Mythology of Ibsen
Before Ibsen became the father of modern
realism, he was a romanticist. His earliest
plays found themes in the past. His free fancy
found material in Teutonic ballads and sagas.
His characters moved in the heroic world of
the imagination. Such a play is THE VIKINGS OF
HELGELAUD. Ibsen has
The Vikings of Helgeland. made the story of
the Sibelungs less
mythical and elaborate than Wagner's version,
and much more human. He has clothed its poetic
romance with simplicity and a rugged charm. He
has combined romance with a degree of realism.
Ellen Terry played Hjordis in the London
performance in 1903. Gordon Craig secured strange
and bizarre effects in the lighting the stage,
which helped to produce the feeling of unreal
reality. "When the curtains are parted, a rocky
slope, Hordish, rugged, forbidding, is viewed from
the sea, an inky pool, mist-hemmed, washing at
its base. From above falls a curious sinister
light which gives purplish tones to the stony
surfaces , and masks the faces of the players
with mysterious shadows. The entire atmosphere
is one of awe, of dread."
# Huneker,J.F. ICOUOCIAST
S
t
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Hjordis, the counterpart of Brunhild, is a
wielder of power, the incarnation of violence,
love of conquest, hatred and revenge. She would
overthrow kingdoms to gain her own end.William
Blake said "The weak in courage is strong in
cunning" , and Kipling has somewhat to say of the
female of the species.
We are reminded of the crafty cruelty of the
queen in Dunsany* s THE QUEEN'S ENEMIES. But Ib-
sen* s heroine was not so blase.
Ibsen does not paraphrase the Volsung Saga
exactly. He aims to present, not mythical persons,
but Scandinavian life in early time. The Horns
are the Fates in Scandinavian mythology. Their
importance is very marked. Sigurd says:
Sigurd: "There is muc& that the will of
man can accomplish; but great
events are directed by fate -
and thus it has been with us two."
Hjordis: "Very true - the cruel Norns rule
the world; still happiness
waits for whoever is strong enough
to defy the Uorns - and that I mean
to do."
The inscrutable Norns are mentioned in four other
speeches of the scene.
In Act IV there is mention of runes. Ornulf
sings the funeral song for Thorolf and I>agny
listens that she may later carve it in runes.
There is tragic irony in the speech of Ornulf
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in Act II:
"I should thank the good gods that Thorolf
was not with me
Near the close of the last act they find Hjordis
and Sigurd dead,
T? (All start suddenly as they hear hurtling
through the air the last ride of the dead
warriors )
Egil: (in terror) Father! Look! Look!
Gunnar: What is it?
Egil: Up there - all those black horses -
Gunnar: It is only the clouds -
Ornulf: No, it is the last ride of the dead.
Egil (with shriek): Mother is with them!....
There -in front - on a black horse!
Father! Father!
One is reminded of Goethe's ERLKOENIG:
"Siehst ,Vater, du den Erlkoenig nicht?
Den Erlenkoenig mit Kron und Schweif...
Mein Sohn, es ist ein Nebelstreif .
"
The final scene of THE VIKINGS recalls Wagner's
Goetterdaemmerung: . The Twilight of the Gods in
Horse legends is Ragnarok. It was the firm be-
lief of northern nations that all visible crea-
tion including Valhalla, Niffleheim, earth and
heaven would be dissolved at the last day. Then
time should be no more, and the Alfadur would
cause a new heaven and earth to arise out of
the sea.
The Vikings of Helgoland contains the Teutonic
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feeling of the inevitability of fate. The atmos-
phere is barbaric and forbidding. The humor is
grimly ironic. The crowning irony is in the speech-
es of Dagny and Gunnar. Dagny says:
Dagny: "So bitterly did she (Hjordis) hate
him (Sigurd) "
Gunnar: "Then she loved ma after all."
Ibsen is not only a realist; he is always a sym-
bolist. In THE LADY FROM
The Lady from the Sea THE SEA the weird sym-
bolism is the element of
greatest interest. Here the stranger, to whom
Ellida has in a mystical manner plighted her
troth, stands as a symbol of her longing for
the sea. Ellida is filled with horror at times
when he suddenly appears before her as if he
were alive. "What I see most clearly is his
breast-pin with a large blue-tinted pearl; that
pearl is like a dead fish's eye, and seems to
stare at me." "How can you explain," she
asks her husband, " the mysterious fact that
the child's eyes changed in color with the sea?
If the fiords lay still in the sunshine, his
eyes looked like them, and so in stormy weather."
"The child had that man's eyes'. "she
confesses in horror.
Later Wangel tells his friend ,Arnholm, "Ellida
is a child of the sea - it lies in the depths
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of her nature."
When the stranger returns for Ellida, she is
about to go with him, but Wangel wisely tells
her she is free to do as she wishes. With this
freedom of choice comes the realization that
she loves her husband sufficiently to stay with
him and be a mother to his children.
If only one of Ibsen's plays could survive, it
should be PEER GYM). It is one of
Peer Gynt "the most daring and fantastic
#
poems ever written? says Huneker.
nA merry rascal who by being all things to all
men ends by being nothing", says Chandler.
Peer runs the gamut of human experiences and
is consistently inconsistent to the end. He is
a symbol of errant humanity, the soul that is
Don Quixote, Faust, and Everyman in one.He"is
himself" without a "deviation from the crooked
paths of selfishness," to use Huneker^ phrase.
Solveig is a symbol of loyal love ; the swamps
and trolls typify sensualism. The button-moulder
id death. He tells Peer, when he is old and
ruined, that he is doomed for the melting-pot,
where he will be reminted. He has never "been
himself," says death.
nWhere have I been with God's stamp on my
brow? TT he asks Solveig, bewildered by the dawn-
# Huneker, J. F. ICONOCLASTS
## Chandler, F.W. ASPECTS OF MODERN DRAMA.
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ing sense of his worthlessness
.
The play is an epic of the soul. Stark Young
says it is unevenly created. There is infinite
fancy, infectious image and fable and cadence.
It is clearly northern art, barbaric at the core.
The scenes run from the dim fantasy of dreams,
and the plain humility of peasants 1 homes, to
naive impossible realism of folk fable, with
its abounding imagery and its grotesque sym-
bolic actuality.
There is no weak sentimentality in the play,
nor any clowning. "Ibsen is determined to tell
the truth about our microcosmic baseness , "says
#
Mr .Huneker
.
There are many allusions to a fairy world. In
the first act Ase on the roof says to Peer:
T,I f d have you blov/n
Like a changeling into space I"
Peer tells Solveig that he can call up the
devil. He once conjured him into a nut-shell.
Peer can change himself into a troll, he says...
Ase hears a scream and attributes it to a
nixie or a droug (a malevolent water monster).
In the royal hall of the Troll King are
gnomes, brownies, troll-imps. When the church
bells ring, the troll palace collapses. The
thought of Solveig and her prayer-book renders
# Huneker,J.F. IC01I0CLASTS
.
4
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the evil spirit, called the Boyg, powerless.
As a rich merchant in Egypt ana Morocco, Peer
forgets his real self completely. The curse of
gold holds him fast.
The play has a rich, but never subtle, mean-
ing. We do not find Peer Gynt among our acquain-
tances, but in our own hearts.
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CHAPTER SIX
Teutonic Influence in Dunsany's Work
A summary of the mythical qualities in Ibsen dis-
closes :
1 . Symbolism, double significance in character
and action.
2. A bleak and grim attitude toward life; justice
and fatalism associated.
3. Love for the grotesque and barbaric in charac-
ter and situation.
4. The presence of supernatural beings: trolls,
gnomes, imps as symbols; not the haunting
sweetness, and fragile .dreamy beauty of the
fairyland of Yeats and Stephen- Phillips . In
no sense does Ibsen believe in his supernat-
ural creations.
j> . Mysticism; an inarticulate reverence for the
true and good.
6. Remoteness tinged with or overshadowed by
realism.
7. Ironic humor; fierce satire
8. Protest against the existing social condi-
tions; exposure of sordidness and sham
9. A fighting spirit in heroes; in Ibsen
10. A purposeful imagination.
Concerning northerm or Teutonic imfluence
kr.Bierstadt says: "A strain of northern mysticism,
weird, indefinable, implacable runs through his
#
(Dunsany's) work." In this he is like Ibsen.
Although Dunsany does not consciously write alle-
gories, his work Is not superficial or meaningless.
There is an underlying significance, an order and
direction in all his strange imaginings. Without an
# Bierstadt,E.H. ifCTNSABY THE DRAMATIST
cc
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intention of so doing, he has endowed each play
grim
with a certainAsymbolism. It seems to grow out
Symbolism
of the story, rather than the story out of the
inevitable ,but
symbolism. It isAnot deliberate like Maeterlinck* s
.
Neither has it the tenuous sweetness of the Bel-
gian poet.
THE GLITTERING GATE is a parable of faith and
doubt. The theme is similar to that of THE HOUE-
strength and
GLASS, and yet how different! The very^starkness
of justice in THE GLITTERING GATE and THE LAUGH-
TER OF THE GODS gives to the audience a deep spi-
ritual content.
Fatalism
Man's struggle is futile when opposed by cosmic
forces. Men set themselves up as gods in THE GODS
OF THE MOUNTAIN and fate soon takes a hand. Man
trifles with divine prophecy, and the gods have
the last laugh. (THE LAUGHTER OF THE GODS') Fate
and justice are in league with each other, except
in the QUEEN'S ENEMIES. And yet, who knows but
that the queen's foes deserved all they got?
Beauty in the Teutonic sense is manifest in the
plays. The settings for the GODS OF THE MOUNTAIN,
THE GOLDEN DOOM, A NIGHT AT AN INN suggest certain Beauty
barbaric splendor, while the stone gods themselves
suggest potency, immensity, strength.
The third act of IF, and the second act of ARGI-
MENES are palatial in grandeur and luxury.
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There are no complex characterizations like
Peer in Dunsany's plays. His very vehicle, the rvfi3.r8. cx er h
one-act play, does not allow of involved or do not ,-gfcow
changing character. Dunsany paints his men, and
women, and gods with a few adroit , clever strikes
of his whimsical brush.
Argimenes ,who was a king, becomes a king again
at sight of the sword. At the word BONES he be-
comes a hungry slave for an instant, then once
more he is a king. But king and slave he was at
the opening of the play.
Bunsany's use of the supernatural is neither
Celtic nor Teutonic. Few Celtic fairies, only
Supernatural
the king of Elfland's daughter
,
perhaps , and few Element
Teutonic imps and trolls flit about in his pages.
For the rest, the fairies are more ethereal, and
the elves more grotesque than we have known them.
Kis heroes are not heroes in the Celtic or the
.Norse manner.
They are not moved by adversity or the need to
reform the world. Alveric who spends most of his
poetic existence in search of his wife ,Birazel
,
does not go forth to battle, but instead goes
dreaming through the forests and the vales. The
human conflict is lacking. Even in A EIGHT AT AJJ
IM Toff and the others do not struggle against
fate. They kill the priests one at a time, but
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when the idol speaks, they submissively follow
him out. No use to fight cosmic forces.
The king in the GOLDEN DOOM does not hesitate
for more than an instant in renouncing his crown.
The stars have spoken.
hut rather Teutonic.
Dunsany f s humor is almost never Irish^ It is
seldom purely joyous. It takes the guise of irony
and satire. It varies in intensity from the mild-
ness of the amusing predicament of the man who
had lost his hat, to the extravagant irony of
Shakespeare's eligibility for the Olympus Club;
from the beautiful irony and contrast of THE
TENTS OF THE ARABS to the ferocious satire of
A NIGHT AT AN INN.
Dimsany registers a constant protest against
the "machine age, ""an age of corrugated iron 7
and against the greed in industry and politics.
CHEEZO and THE JEST OF HAHALABA are clearly
protests against commercialism and the mad race
for money. In THE JEST we hear the protest of One
who said: "Thou fool! This night thy soul shall
be required of thee."
FAME AND THE POET bewails cheap publicity and
the futility of working for fame. THE GODS OF THE
MOUNTAIN and THE GOLDEN DOOM may also be inter-
preted as protests against superstitious creduli-
ty. Many of the tales reveal the superstitious
Humor
Protest
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fears that haunt mankind.
The influence of the Teutonic is very marked in
Dunsany's plays and tales. His diction is Teuton-
ic; the general spirit of the plays is ironical
in the Anglo-Saxon manner.
ti
I
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CIIAPTER SEVEN
Greek Influence
Back of the Teutonic myths anc. legends are the
Greek myths and Homer. The Norse cosmogony .though
differing in nomenclature and incident, is without
doubt, says Bulfinch, the outgrowth from classic
#
sources
.
Dunsany's gods are not Norse, nor are they Greek,
and yet they are like both systems in that they are
very definite, personal gods. They are man-like and
man-made. Each has his own particular identity, dis-
position anc. character.
The mythopoet had his first acquaintance with Greek
when he was in Cheam School, before he had entered
Eton. He studied the whole body of Greek myths and
legends, some of them in the original, which furnish-
ed an excellent background for literary pursuits.
Allusions to Greek myths are found throughout the
prose works. "The Splendid Traveler''" is the British
airman returning, nas though Hermes had gone abroad
sailing upon his sandals, and had found some bad
land below tnflise winged feet, wherein men did evil
and kept not the laws of gods or men; and he had
brought his message back and the gods were angry. n
Atalanta in Wimbledon is playing for the ping-pong
championship, instead of participating in a foot-race
# Bulfinch, Thomas THE AGE OF FABLE
## Lunsany , Lord TALES OF WAR
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Hippomenes
.
In most cases Dunsany regards life from an
ancient point of view, man in his relation t o
tne universe . He may, to the extent thau He
does this, be considered in the same category
with Sophocles.
In creating atmosphere for the plays , Duns any
is able to suggest Mat once the intimate unity
and the appalling vastness of life," says Mr.
Bjorkman. THE GODS OF THE MOUNTAIN has an at-
mosphere of austerity and futility , which is tru-
ly comparable to the Greek dramas.
In economy of means he is Greek. Not a word,
not a syllable, not a tone, not a gesture is
wasted. He employs no details of setting, no
social backgrounds. His characters are general-
i zations , type s . conceived along the broad lines
of the Greek poets.
The themes af Dunsany are universal theme s
.
They are human pride and presumption; human pet-
tiness and perversity; human greed; superstition.
These are the themes of Sophocles. These themes
are handled by the Irish poet with a cold impar-
tial irony which reminds the reader of Aeschylus.
Bierstadt says he is of the opinion that the
# Bierstadt,E.H. DUNSANY THE DRAMATIST
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Greek influence is the one most evident in
Dunsany's work. Yet the subject-matter is not
Greek.
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CHAPTER SIGHT
Oriental Influence
In AH INTRODUCTION TO DRUM, by Hubbell and
Beaty the Dunsany plays are characterized as
Tta strange mixture of Oriental romance , Hom-
eric myth, modern poetic symbolism, and Dun-
sany. n
The presence of the Oriental touch is most
strikingly evident in the settings. There is
Al Shaldomir in Persia where John Beal and
Miranda reign in exotic magnificence for two
acts. There is the city of Kongros where the
jade gods thunder on to the stage with retri-
bution for the four beggars. There is the
palace in Zericon with its huge golden door,
before which the children prayed for a hoop.
Klesh came all the way from India to that
Inn on the lonely English moor. The Nile
helped the crafty little queen of Egypt.
THE TEXTS OF THE ARABS may have been pitched
in Assyria or Arabia. Perhaps Thalanna was
near the Sahara. The Jungle City of Thek and
the capital, Barbul-el-Tharnak, must not have
been far from Babylon.
# Hubbell and Beaty. AU INTRODUCTION TO DRAMA
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kany of the Tales are located very far east
ward, many quite over the Rim.
A HIGET AT AH IM is oriental in feeling.
Oriental cunning is pitted against western or
European cleverness. The story is quaint as
quaint as well as cruel. The beauty is grim
and grotesque in quality. The atmosphere is
one of supernatural horror.
Mrs. Boyd maintains: ''The influence upon
Dunsany is not Celtic, but Oriental. The
cheat tale is frequent and that is character-
istically ©riental."
The opulence of setting, the color and de-
sign used in staging the plays, has been ob-
viously eastern. Stuart Walker's productions
have been remarkable in this respect.
The very thought of the Orient adds to re-
moteness a sense of fascination and mystery.
# Boyd, Emma Garrett LORD DUNSAUY , DREAMER
Forum April, 1^1
7
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CHAPTER NINE
Dunsany's Own Creative Art
Dunsany is not a pagan. It is true that in
the world of his imagination, after due con-
sideration of the gods of the Greeks and the
Romans, of the Norsemen, of the Celts, of the
Japanese, of the Babylonians, the Egyptians,
the modern American business man, and the -Eng-
lish politician, he has invented a whole cos-
mogony of his own. These imaginary beings are
symbolic. They are more flexible than the es-
tablished systems of the Creek and Roman pan-
theons. They are immediately responsive to the
creative genius who dreamed them into being.
His Theogony
THE GODS OF PEGANA is the invention of a
"genesis of worlds , and gods whose
playthings they are." There
is hardly a cosmic event, a stage of
terrestrial evolution omitted by Lord
Dunsany's ingenious embroideries....
They possess the elements that make
all legendary and mythological stories
convincing.
"
He invests the commonest phenomena with charm.
In TIME AM) THE GODS the duties of these deit ies
of Pegana are listed: "To answer prayers or smite
men, to heal or overwhelm, here pestilence , there
mercy.
"
# Boyd, E.A. APPRECIATIONS aND DEPRECIATIONS
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The names of the chief residents of Pegana
have already been mentioned in the chapter on
JLILMJl
WffffBL
the Tales. They are impersonal. They neither
love nor hate, feel joy or sorrow. They are
concerned with nothing as they sit amid the
immensities of time and space, watching the
unceasing panorama of change, and waiting for
the ultimate annihilation of all things. Here
again is Teutonic influence, the Twilight of
the G-ods , or Kagnarok .
With the gods placidly waiting for annihila-
tion, Dunsany views man as "a mote in the fa-
#
thomless will." which recalls: "tohat is man
that Thou art mindful of him?" and "His days
are as grass."
".-ever were "biblical precepts more opposed
than in these idol-filled tales of unknown
gods, and of doubt',1 says Mrs. Boyd. Surely she
cannot think the myth maker believes in his
own creation. Has he turned his allegiance from
following the true God, and become a worshipper
of the gods of his own imagination? He would
smile sardonically at this question, and cock
his left eyebrow and say: "Isn't that what we
are all of us doing most of the time?"
# Bierstadt f E.H. Dunsany the Dramatist.
## Psalms 8 :4 i 103:15
### Boyd, Emma G-. Dunsany , dreamer . Forum April,*
#### Cf. Thesis pp. 45
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The Bible is full of parables and symbolism.
It deals with eternal verities, universal truths.
So does the work of Dunsany. Can there be serious
incompatibility among universal truths?
His Diction.
The Bible is avowedly his model in the matter of
diction. When a lad in Cheam School he got most of
the Bible, and got to know it pretty well. He fell
naturally into the swing and manner of it. He used
to worry when he first began to write, because his
style was so biblical. "I feared I would never be-
come a writer when I s®w that other people did not
#
use it."
The clarity and simplicity of his manner are due
probably to his early familiarity with the King
James Bible. The archaic flavor, especially in THE
GODS OF PEGANA and TIME AED THE GODS is the result
of this early training. A sentence taken quite at
random in the latter volume reads:
"Then all the winds harnessed up their
clouds and drave forth till they came
to the great green valley that divides
the south in twain...".... and...
"What Hothrun Dath saw there upon the
face of Yarni Zai no history telleth
or how he came again alive to Yarnith
but this is writ that he fled, and none
hath since beheld the face of Yarni Zai."
Having spent his earliest years at his mother's
I Bierstadt.E.H. Ibid.
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place in Kent, ana favoring by inheritance
the Anglo-Saxon tradition, he missed the
wealth of Irish folk-lore and legends. The
fairy tales he knew were Grimm's and Andersen's.
Dunsany uses an English thata a child can
understand, words that combine sight , sound , and
sense. They are sturdy Anglo-Saxon words,with
less than seven percent of other derivation.
This estimate is made from pages and volumes
listed below:
Anglo-saxon Latin e
GODS OF THE MOUNTAIN 162 18
1 1 7 4
THE GLITTERING GATE 224 1
1
264 Q7
THE GOLDEN DOOM 199 13
1 72 8
ARGIMENES 2^8 12
20? 1 4
THE PASSION OF MR.BOMYOS 1 44 7
141 6
THE GODS OF PEGANA 203
1 83
16
18
180 1
THE TALES OF WAR 133 22
181 14
192 1 5
3002 ' 200
.066
His mychmical poetic prose reaas ±i_K:e the Psalms
of Davie, or the parable of the sower. He uses
typical Hebrew parallelisms. His thought and style
as well as his diction are direct , compact , and
braphic like the Bible.
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His Nomenclature
Mr .Lewisohn says Dunsany f s marvellous nomen-
clature is like muffled kettle-drums heard from
*
across vast spaces.
He chooses his names intuitively, he says.
nWhen we write a play or poem we draw on all
our past experience or on all we have forgotten.
Prince ithadaman&aspes just happened."
'We must assume that most of the strangely gro-
tesque and the strangely beautiful names in the
plays and tales just came to him,when he needed
them. Hear the music in - the waterfall , Irlllionj
the crags of G-lorm; the pondoovery marshes; the
Irusian mountains; the plain of Tlun; the Path-
nites beating upon drums; Irrart and G-olzenda,
like names of places in the Aeneid.
There are fantastic oriental words like safari,
kiboko ,oryx,kikuyus , and noisy words like tittibuk,
and tambang which remind us of the orchestra that
played upon the sackbut and the dulcimer for Shad-
rach, Meshach, and Abed-nego on a certain historic
###
occasion at the palace of Nebuchadnezzar
.
Y»'ords like breezes fill the sails of his winder
ship. Two merchants are speaking:
# Lewisohn, Ludwig. DUNSANY. Nation July 25,1925
„'# Touchstone . LORD DUNSANY , PLAYWRIGHT , POET , AND
SOLDIER. DBc.1919
### Daniel 3:5
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1st Merchant: "Therefore we will send galleons
to Ardaspes?"
2nd Marchant : "Right to Ardaspes through the
silver gates." 7r
A picture word, a place-name, and a splash of col-
or! Ardaspes is a velvet word. Vvith a buoyancy and
a fertility of imagination he tells of other worlds,
stars , countries , cities
,
gods , men, trees .animals , flow-
ers .jewels, and calls them by names he has made for
them.
Is PEG-ANA named for Pegasus? Is TfclBQOGIE, the god
ol dusk, related to the "boogie man"? Is Pomb o . the
iconoclast, a pompous .bombastic gentleman?
Lunsany has made words of exquisite melody,words
we love to linger over: Sardathrion, Kh&mazan.Aro-
lind.Shimono Kai, Al Shaldomir, Otford-on-the-Wold
.
There are onomatopoetic words like the names of
the three sly thieves: Slith, Slippy , ana Slorg; the
ship-v/recker
,
Brimclono; the queen bee , Zoomzoomarma
Under the spell of his quixotic fancy, his phone-
tic dexterity, and his disarming magic we listen
as Dunsany plays all the variations of his sonorous
word-music.
His Geography.
In the preface to COMPLETE POEMS OF FRANCIS LED-
##
WILGE iunsany wrote: "Of pure poetry there are two
two kinds, that which mirrors the beauty of the
# i/unsany,Lord. GODS OF THE MOUrtTAIfi
.
Ledwidge, Franc is. COMPLETE POEMS .Preface by Lunsai^
<
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v/orld in which our bodies are, and that which
"builds the mysterious kingdoms where geography
ends and fairyland begins, with gods and heroes
at war, and the sirens singing still, and Alph
going down to the darkness from Xanadu. Mr . Led-
widge gives us the first kind.... he is the poet
of the blackbird."
The second kind we recognize as Dunsany's own.
.and since his imagination has many dimensions,
and he does not stop for World-Sims nor constella-
tions, and since Pegasus will furnish him trans-
portation,whether the buses are running or not,
Dunsany has travelled from Xanadu to Zericon;
from Wimbledon to Umborodom; from Khanagat to
Andelsprutz, and to Sardathrion,which lies over
the Him, regardless of the dignified science of
geography and the maps and charts which the dry"
as-dust realist has made , and to whom the land
of Dream is stuff and nonsense.
Who is better qualified than our Dreamer-Poet
to establish a new mythology in which are sym-
bolized the"strivings , the passions, illusions,
disallusionments of the human race, now consci-
#
ously growing old, and a little world-weary? n
# Vale.C LORD DUNSAHY'S GODS . Forum, May, 191 4.
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CHAPTER TEH
Literary Sources
The following letter was received from Lord
Lunsany on March first, 1932 by the writer of
this thesis.
Lunsany Castle
Co.Meath
Feb.1 8,1?32
Lear iiiss Kuck
I wonder if there is anything
I can say that would be useful to you
for your thesis. It might perhaps be
this: -
Do not follow too diligently
the trail by which I ought to have
gone in the opinion of those that know
I am Irish; for one arrives at notning,
not even a thought, bji only one path.
^s a child I was taught the
Bible, as a boy I was taught the whole
religion of ancient Greece; some of the
myths of the Horsemen come the way of
all of us; and in addition to this I
began to see from quaint Japanese or-
naments which my father sometimes
bought that even the gods afl the Greeks
and the Romans and the Horsemen were
not the only gods. I saw a war too when
I was very young, and one thing and an-
other. How can you trace through all
these influences one line alone, lead-
ing up to a Celtic mythology of which,
as it happens , I know nothing?
A far more important Irish
influence is that, living in Ireland
as well as in England, i have contin-
ually had that double point of view
v/hich, as a thing I think they used
to call a stereoscope used to show one,
shows things so much more clearly than
they can be seen when you are looking
at them only from one angle.
Thank you for the interest
you so kindly take in my work.
Yours sincerely
Dunsany
.
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A Chronological List of Dunsany' s Works
1905 The Gods of Pegana (Tales)
1906 Time and the Gods (Tales)
1908 The Sword of Welleran (Tales)
1909 The Glittering Gate (A play)
1910 Deidre of the Sorrows (Review)
A Dreamer's Tales
Jetsam (Short Story)
1911 Eleanor's Enterprise (Review)
The Gods of the Mountain (A play)
King Argimenes (A play)
Romance and the Modern Stage (Essay)
1912 The Book of Wonder (Tales)
The Golden Doom (A play)
1913 The Lost Silk Hat (A play)
1914 Tents of the Arabs (A play)
? The Ginger Cat (A play)
1915 Fifty-One Tales
1916 The Last Book of Wonder (Tales)
A Night at an Inn (A play)
The Queen's Enemies (A play)
1917 Artist and Tradesman (Letter)
For the Upkeep of a Statue (Feature article)
Laughter of the Gods (A play)
Preface for Complete Poems of Ledwidge
-G
16«
Dunsany' s Works
1918 Fame and the Poet (A play)
Nowadays (Essay)
The Prince of Stamboul (A play)
Tales of War
1919 The Murderers (A play)
Tales of Three Hemispheres
Unhappy Far-off Things (Tales)
1920 The Compromise of the King of the Golden Isles
(A play)
A Good Bargain (A play)
If Shakespeare Lived Today (A play)
The Opal Arrowhead (Story)
1921 If (A play)
1922 The Chronicles of Roderiguez (Fiction)
Preface for The Golden Book of Modern Englieh Poetry
1923 Cheezo (A play)
The Flight of the Queen (A play)
1924 The King of Elfland's Daughter (Fiction)
1925 Alexander (A play)
The Amusement of Khan Kharuda (A play)
The Evil Kettle (A play)
Lord Adrian (A play)
The Old King's Tale (A play)
1926 The Charwoman's Shadow (Fiction)
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1927 Blessings of Pan (Fiction)
The Jest of Hahalaba (A play)
Mr. Faithful (A play)
Preface for Islands of Queen Wilhelmina
,
by
Violet Clifton
1928 Atalanta in Wimbledon (A play)
The Carving of the Ivory (Lecture)
The Field Where Satyrs Danced (Story)
Good Plays and Bad - Why? (Feature article)
His Sainted Grandmother (A play)
The Hopeless Passion of Mr, Bunyon (A play)
In Holy Russia (A play)
The Journey of the Soul (A play)
The Raffle (A play)
1929 Fifty Poems
1930 The Old Folk of the Centuries (A play)
1931 The Travel Tales of Mr. Joseph Jorkens
The Use of Man (Story)
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L' Envoi
"And the time was come when the
captain ana I must part, he to go
back again to his fair Belzoond
in sight of the distant peaks of
the ilian Min, and I to find my
way "by strange means hack to
those hazy fields that all poets
know,where in stand small myster-
ious cottages , through whose win-
dows, looking westwards
,
you may
see the fields of men, and looking
eastwards see glittering elfin
mountains , tipped with snow, going
range on range into the region
of Myth, and beyond it into the
kingdom of Fantasy ,which pertain
to the lands of Cream. Long we
regarded one another , . knowing
that we should meet no more, for
my fancy is weakening as the
years slip by, and I go ever more
seldom into the Lands of Dream."
From
TALES OF THREE HEMISPHERES
.



